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HOW -TO USE THIS BOOK

This book was written to help parents understand their children's devlop-
ment in MATH and LANGUAGE and-enhance this development.

The first section consists of the BASIC GOALS in LANGUAGE and
MATH. These describe minimum skills which your children should be able
to master during their Preschool/Kindergarten, Fifst, and Second Grade
years.

The second section is devoted to activities designed to encourage children
to develop and practice some of these skills..'

ABOUT THE BOOK

The GOALS and ACTIVITIES were developed by Head Start and Public
School teachers and adMinistrators so that they would generally apply to
-most children. Then they were field tested by teachers in the clqssroom
and/or by parents in the home in order to select those appropriate for
publication.

.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE
BASIC LEARNING GOALS

In our children'S educational life u'e often hear and read the phrases:
"developmentally slow", "developmentally .advanced", "within the
developmental age range", "on grade level", "above grade level", and
"below grade level". Yet few of us have concrete ideas of what is expected
of preschool, kindergarten, first and second grade children.

The following pages are a guide to help you have an idea Of learning goals
for your child within specific age ranges. These Basic Learning Goals -are
the minimum tasks your child should perform successfully in order to have
a foundation for future learning and school work. Many more concepts are
taught and learned by children at each developmental grade level,
however, these are the fundamental skills.

If you notice that your child is having problems learning a particular skill or
skills, don't bealarmed. Do try the activities in this book. Dc; call your
child's teacher and ask for ideas, for more - activities related to the desired
skill. You could also wait a little while, in order to give your child a chance
to develop the skill(s). Always keep in mind that children learn in different
ways and they learn at different speeds. Your child may only need a little
more -,, a more practice, a little of your help, aticl a lot of your
praise and encouragement.

a



PRESCHOOL
BASIC LEARNING GOALS IN LANGUAGE

The following basic learning goals describe skills which children should be able to master during their
preschool years. These skills lay the foundation for future learning.

Please keep 'n mind that children develop these skills gradually. Doing the activities suggested in this
book can help your child in his language development. Make time to play with your child, and try to be
patient as your child needs to repeat the octivities again and again in order to master the skills.

The-basic learning goals in language are divided into two skill areas. These are:
SPEAKING and LISTENING, and PREREADING and PREWRITING.

A. 4
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-SPEAKING /LISTENING

Children in this age group should he able to:

1.. _ cjiscriminate between like and unlike sounds. .
e.g., The children can identify or match like sounds. and can identify which sounds are
different.

2. . use an increasing vw...abulary of words. including:
words for i ant people in the child's world
word or common objects
words foreparts of the body
words for clothing
words for experiences, action words
describing words
position words
words for colors

3 . . use single words appropriately, then sentence fragments and 2-3 word sentences, and then
longer sentences in the future, presInt, and past tenses.

NOTE: Grammar and articulation may not be correct as many sounds and grammatical
rules have not yet been mastered by the child.

4. . . respond appropriately to spoken language using, intelligible speech; converse using single
words or simple sentences in context.

. follow simple directions, beginning with one-step directions and increasing to three-step direc-
tions.

6. . , . demonstrate an increasing memory span.
e.g., The children can predict what comes next in a familiar story. The children can call

one of four objects shown.

PREREADiNGh REWRITING

Children in this age group should Ile able to:

1. . . . visually discriminate between like and unlike objects and pictures of objects
e.g.. Children should be able to match pictures of like objects. Children should also be .
able to match pictures of objects requiring discrimination of two or more variables such as

color, size, position.
2. . . identify parts of a picture, or parts of a whole.

e.g.,' The childrencan point to the deer in a picture of a deer in the forest. The children
can complete simple puzzles.

. . perform left to right movements with the eyes (tracking) and hands.
NOTE:*Parents should encourage children v practice these movements by setting up
games and activiiieL that have the ,-.:hildren working from left to right. Children should
have a beginning ,,...areness of sequencing material left to Eight.

4. . . . demonstrate an awareness of upside-down ptosiDons of objects. .

5., . . . become familiar with the shapes and names of letters, and with alphabetical order.
6. . . begin to associate letters with sounds.
7. . . begin 2 associate written symbols (words) with their referents (the objects, pictures of objects,

events and experiences to which the words refer)
8. . listen to stories with4interest

NOTE: It is very important for children to learn to enjoy book; in their preschool years.
Parents can encourage this by setting aside a special time for reading to their' youngsters,
and by, demonstrating their own enjoymtnt of books.

. . demonstrate increasing fine muscle coordination



e.g.. Children should be able to scribble. use finger paints. clay. easel pair':. large'
crayons. string large beads. La.ter children should be able to trace patterns. and copy:

a vertical line .

,ra horizontal line
a circle
a Cross
diagonals
a square
an -X-

7 a Mangle
a diamond'

9
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KINDERGARTEN
BASIC LEARNING GOALS IN LANGUAGE

The following basic learning goals describe skills which children should be able to master during their
year in kindergarten. These skills build on those skills already learned during the preschool years.

Reread the pre-school goals. Review the preschooi activities with your child to prepart him for the
kindergarten tasks.

These goals require the child to refine skills using his eyes. ears, mouth, and hands: many goals require
the child to use combinations of seeing. hearing. speaking.. and manipulation (eventually writing).
Therefore these goals are listed under the "body part.' which does most of the work to successfully ac-
complish the goal: HANDS, MOUTH, EYES, and EARS'



HANDS

th:s ace crcuphrc!d

1. . scissors correctly nd cut along
9. . trace patterns. letter- . lines and shapes
3 draw given letters. Tines and shapes.

e 9., When showil a letter. children will thaw one like it.
4. . make straight. diagonal and curved lint's.

e.g.. These are the kinds of tines necessary :o make the letters of the alphabet anti the
numerals.

. . draw a house.
6 . . drain a Person.
7. . Print capital and small letters. ,

S. priit his or herown first name frOm memory using a capital letter as the first letter only.
9. copy simple words from hand written Models.

. follov., !eft to right., top to bottom sequence.
11 draw recognizable pictures of everyday objects such as a bird or tree.

MOUTH

Children in this age group should be abl&to:

1 . . speak so they can be understood.
e.g.. Parents ,should understand that children often have trouble saying certain letter
sounds such as r and th clearly. These difficulties are overcome with growth and practice.

2. . . usethe pronouns I and rx.e correctly.
e.g., Correct: want a book."

"May1 use the bathroom?"
"Give it to John & me."
"He is taller than 1 am."
"John-and I play together."
"Run after her and me."

3. . . . speak in complete sentences.
,e.g., When speaking in sentences. children shOuldJet atiOnt wtrom or what they are
speaking and then tell wt6t happened. ---
Who? What happened?
,My friend missed the bus.

What? = What happened?
My crayons were melted by the sun'

G. . say the opposite for a given word.
e.g.. Some examples are: hot - cold, up - dOwn. and big little.

5. . stick to.the topic when participating in discussions.
6 . . name most of the capital and small letters.
7. . . pmdict outcomes of simple situations in everyday life.

EYES

Children in this age group should be able to:
1. ...'match like pictures, symbols, letters. or worcK.-,
2. . . circle a different picture, symbol, letter or Word.

. e.g., Children are given three pictures 2 'dogs and a

12

mouse.' They .should circle the



mouse as being different."'
3. identify by saying or drawing the missing partrof objects.

e.g., Children are shown a picture of a person without an arm. They should say that. the
arm is missing or they should.draw it. '

4. . identify most of the letters of the alphabot.
5. . . recognize initial (beginning) letter in a word. .

e.g., Children see the word bird. They sayithe word bird tYegins With the letter b.
6. . match identical (same) letteis.

.g., Children are given two lists of either capital or small letters. They will match the
mall f vyith ocher small f. .

7. . match most capital and small letters.given these !fitters in lists.. .

.g., There are certain capital and small lettersat children have difficUlty matching.
these are the-letters in which the big and small letters do not look very much alike, such
a: Q and q.

8. . . . match words that are the same.
e.g, Children will be given a key word such, as boy. They. are shown three more words
suches: girls, man and boy. They-sill-A.11d pOint to the word boy.

9. . . . put story pictures in the order in whid) they happened.
e.g., C ildren are given the firSt pidure of a *Dry. The sto-7Y`is about making a snowman.

The first picture shows the children and onarhuge snowball. They are given 3 more pic-
tures. One picture shows a finished snowman; another shows two huge snowballs one on
top of the other; and the third picture shows the two huge snowballs anti a small snowball

stacked together. They are topyt them in order
10. . . . put together a simple puzZle. .-

11. .' . -. identify and use the space positions: first, middle and.last. ,

12. . . . name the colors red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purle, brown, and black.

EARS

Children in this age group should be able to:

1. . . . understand that oral language can be written.
2. . . . tell some initial (beginning) consonant sounds.

e.g., Children hear the wurd boy. They will say that boy begins with the spiindof b.

3. . . . recognize rhyming words.
e.g., Children her the words hat, fat and can. They are asked which two

-
words rhy

.,.

They should respond hat and fat: o .-
4. . . listen to a story or poem.
5., . follow oral directions.

ev,
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GRADE 1
BASIC LEARNING. GOALS IN LANGUAGE

The first grade basic goals build pn and extend the skills learned in kindergarten. The skills presented
here are those which are minimally expected to be achieved by the time the child finishes first grade. It Is
important to remember,that children learn these skills at different rates. It is.also important for you to
remember ihaSchildren learn to read using a combination of many approaches.

Review the Kindergarten basic goals with your child. This will prepare him for his work on the first grade
level. Then begin playing the first grade activities.

The Basic Learning Goals in Language are divided into five skill areas. These areas are: SPEAKING,
CREATIVE WRITING, AND SOUNDS /PHONICS, MEMORY AND SOUNDS/SPELLING,

4-

AND LISTENING AND FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS.
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Children in this age group should be able to:

SPEAKING

1. . . . understand and use the. positionwords: up, dowj. , aver, under, around, 6n, below, top, mid-
dle; bottom,- left, right, first, last, next to, beginning, and second.

eg. Children should use and understand thde words'when identifying the position of
people or objects or describing objects or peo/ ple in pictures.

2. . . name word opposites.
, e.g., front-back .

get:give
3. . . . name objects (nouns) in a picture.
4. . . . bsk questions using complete sentences.
5. . . : answer qiiestions using complete sentences.

u"". .6. . . . make up one sentence and/orMuestions about a given picture, word or:object.
77 . . fill in a missing naming (noun)/or doing (verb) word to finish a sentence.
8. . . . identify a word as expressing one or more than one.
.9. . . . use the words "is" and "are" correctly.

e.g., Is is used when speaking about one thing or person. Are is used when speaking or
writing about more than one thing or person.

10... . . use the words "he" and 1" as substitutes for nouns (naming words).
11. . . . tell a'story ending having been read or told the story's beginning.
12. . . speak word endings clearly. , -

13.... number three story pictures in the order in which they would logically occur and explain why

- they would occur that way.

CREATIVE WRITING

Children in this age group should be able to:

1. . . try to write a simple telling or asking sentence.With correct punctuation.
e.g., Children are to try to write simple sentences using a given word, picture or object
clue. They may use words from their spelling books.

2. . . write capital letters at the beginning of people's names, the first word of a sentence, and the
word, "I".

3. . . copy complete asking or telling sentences from a model in a book, on a papei or from a
-.-

blackboard.
4. . . identify a sentence from a non-sentence..

I

READING AND SOUNDS/PHONICS-MEMORY AND SOUNDS/SPELLING

Children in this age group should be able to:

1. . . . read basic sight 'Words. 1

e.g., Sighf words are words which the children are taught to recognize immediately.
They do.not sound these words out. ,1

01, I 1.4



BASIC SIGHT WORDS LIST

and go cat A my
here I cats ball
come a make daddy
comes jump makes down
the jumps run mother
is me runs stop(s)
crown three see work(s)
up little you we
in big he walk(s)
out look she man
ride # my what girl(s)
rides play am
one plays who
two it boy
find said boys
finds we away'
for do '"*...- big
that can for
are can't help
dog not helps
dogs j to it

2 . . pick out the dorrec..kword form to complete a simple sight word sentence, ..
e.g., The cat (see, sees) the dog. . .

3. ? . . recognize all consonant sounds and.try to sound out words using beginning and ending conso-
nant sounds.

. e.g., "sound out" mealis-tryin§ to say unfamiliar wordsby blending together individual
sounds. . .

4. . . . recall details about simple stories they have read.orstories which someone has read to them.
5. . . . identify a written sentence as a questiorrorerstatement----- ____

6. . . . become familiar with alphabetical order.
-7. . . rhyme words. .

8. . . , recognize the short and long vowel sounds and try to sound out words with the short'and long
vowel' ounds. .. __

9. . .. spelrthree letter words with the consonant-shorvowel (ai,i, o) consonant sounds.
e.g.; Examples: mat, hit, mop. .

s

.. . . .
. ,

LISTENING AND FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS
.., .

ft
Children in this age group should be.atile to:

1. : .:. f011ow simple irections. 44,

e.g., Color th rabbit's hat green. Draw an X on the dog? ..
2, . repeat-given-directions.- - .,

3. . listen to poems and to stories.
4. . .. . retell a simple story in their on words.
5. . . develop the ability to remember what they hear and to respond appropriately.
6. ... develop the ability to concentrate on one particulardirection.
7. : . develop the ability to recognize from oral descriptions similarities and differences of objects be-

ing described.

t:s
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GRADE 2
BASIC LEARNING GOALS IN LANGUAGE

The second grade basic goals build and expand on the first grade goals. The skills presented here are

those which are minimally expected to be achieved by the time the child finishes second grade. It is irn-

portarit to remember that children learn these skills at different rates. Practicelhe new skills regularly

with your child. Encourage your children to speak and write their language properly.

v Review the first grade basic goals with Our child. This will prepare him for, his work on the second grade

level. Then begin playing the second grade activities,

_ The Basic .Learning Goals in Language are divided into five 'skill areas., These are: SPEAKING,

CREATIVE WRITING, READING AND SOUNDS, PHONICS - MEMORY AND
SOUNDS/ SPELLING,"and FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS/LISTENING.



SPEAKING

Cludremirt this age group should be able to:

1. speak in complete sentences. .

Children should answer questions in complete sentences, and ask questions in
complete sentences.

2 know and tell their names, addresses, and phone numbers.
3 say word endings "ed" and `ling -clearly.,
4. use describing words io tell how things look and/or feel.

e.g.. Children are asked to tell about a pillow.
They may say: "It feel§ soft, fluffy.", etc.

- 5 . . make up three to five telling sentences and/or questions about a given picture clue or object.
6. . , use the word "not" correctly.

eg., "I do not got no pencil." is incorrect.
"I do not haya pencil." is correct.

1.. . ...use the contractions isn't, can't and the words am not correctly in sentences.
. . ..nathe the days of the week in order, and recognize the names of the months.

.e
CRY2ATIVE WRITING

Children in this age group shoUld be able to:

1, . write a simple telling sr asking senten e with proper .punctuation.
1 - . Write Capital letters at the beginning o he names of Months, names; special days, days of the

ant', titles hefote names (Mr, Smith, Dr. Jones, Mrs. JaMes).
, glve!-a-lopic, write a paragraph consisting of three or mcire sentences.

Children are not expected to write perfectly punctuated paragraphs with every word
spelled correctly. They are expected to write sensible sentences whictick to the given

. copy an invitation in correct for rn and Copy a thank you note in correct form, and copy an ad-
'}-trs'seci envelop in correct fr)ern.

ag., Chiidrei, rill copy the invitation, thank you note and evelope from models on the
lioard or ir, or Oil paper in front of them..

4.ciV:`',11:0141CS AND MEMORY Af4D7SOUNDS/SPELLING

this agr:::[,.;_mp r,roukl Lie able to:

1- . , , read the nu'rr::.rl words zero through ten. .

2_ , , number three six story pictures in the order'in which theyhappened.
',.. ',number three simple sentences in the order in which they happened:

e.g., These sentences will deal with everyday happenings.
Example:

Get into the tub and wash.
bry off with a towel.
Take off your clothes.

4- . . read basic sight words.
always goes" upon
around green.

because Ti. use
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been made very

before many wash

best off which
both or why
buy pull wish
cold ready
call right

work
would

does sing write

don't sit your
fast sleep
first tell
five their
found these
gave . those

5. . . recognize the short vowel sounds and try to sound out words using the short vowel sounds of la

(bag), e.(beg). i (big), a (bog), and u (bug).
6. . . recognize the long vowel sounds and try to sound' out words using the long vowel sounds.

e.g., Children are taught to recognize word patterns which usually haye long vowel
sounds.

1) Words which have the consonant-vowel-consopant-silent e pattern usually have

long vowel sounds. (bake, note, bike)
2) In simple words which have two vowels coming together, the first vowel is usually

long and the second silent. (rain, beak; goat)
7. . be fainiliar with alphabetical order.
8. . . read a simple story and tell whether the story l's tict or fantasy (make-believe).

9. . tryto use blends in sounding out wordssand re, jnize'the sounds of blends:

fl cr . st sp sm sn . tw

dr _pl pr . fr sl tr cl . br

10. . . . try to use the diagraphs sh, ch, wh, and th in sounding out words.

11. . . . recognize the sounds of blends and try. to spell words which contain sounds with which the

children are familiar. They are to use the diagraphs, blends, consonant ,,ounds; short and long

vowel sounds. Basically words would have these patterns:

make consonant-vowel-consonant-silent
boat consonant-vowel-vowe:,consonant
glad blend-vowel-consonant
shed diagraph-vowel-consonant
mash consonant-vowel-diagraph

12. . . :-Iiecome familiar with simple contractions.
13. . . . become familiar with simple homonyms.
14. . . . be.able .to rhyme word's and recognize rhyming words.

15. . . become familiar with diptho'ng sounds and spelling.

FOLLOWING. DIRECTIONS/LISTENING

-Children in this age group should be able to:

1. . . . read simple written instructions or directions and follow them.

e.g., Put an X on the dog. Color the dog's tail brown. ,

2. . listen to and follow simple directions given verbally.
3. ., . .. begin to be able to repeat instructions verbally and to write out instructions.



PRESCHOOL
BASIC LEARNING GOALS IN MATH

The following basic learning-goals describe skills which children should be able--toinagterduring their
preschool years. These skills lay the foundation for future learning. ----

------
Read the goals, and do the activities with -you-IChild. It is helpfUl..to set aside-a speciI time everyday to-----play these activities. Remember-that the child learns gradually to tipster a skill,. so it is impOrtant to be
patient And repeat the same activities many times.

The preschool math goals are divided into three skill areas. These are:
NUMBER CONCEPTS, CLASSIFICATIONS, and SHAPES, SPACE and MEASUREMENT.

fr
.`; CZt
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NUMBER CONCEPTS

Children in this age group should be able to:

. begin to understand the concept of numbers.
e.g., Using,Concrete objects, the child should.be able to count to 10, and to relate to the
amounts 1 to. 10. ThP child should understand zero as no objects. The child should also
gradually understand that number (the amount) does not change with a change in the

positions of the objects being counted. ,The cnild should understand one to one cor-
respondence.

2. . `begin to recognize the numerals.1 to 10 as symbbls for numbers.
e.g., The child should gradually be able to name, read, and write the numerals, and,
begin to match the appropriate numeral to a set of objects. .

3. . begin to recognize nu merical'sequence.
e.g., The child identifies what number comesafter a given number.

4. . . . begins to understand ordinal position.words: first, last; second and middle.
5. . . . understand the concept of one more using concrete objects.

CLASSIFICATION

Children in this age group should be able to:

1. . . perform one to one matching.
;

2. . . sort objects by common properties.
e.g., The child should be able to sort concrete objects into like piles by type of object, by

color, by shoe and by size.
3. . begin to txak with concrete objects as sets.

e.g., Things that go together may be used as a set, such as a table setting. Things with
common properties may be sorted into a pile and may be referred to as a set.

SHAPES, SPACE, and MEASUREMENT

Chi 'ten in this age group should be able to:
... -

1. . . . discriminate by size . .

e.g., Children can recognize an object as largei\ -smallet;largest, smallest. They can com-

pare objects using size relationships.
...

2. . . . senate by size
e.g., Children can place concrete objects in order of increasing /decreasing size, volume. -

3. . . . recognize and name simple geometric shapes.
4. . . . begin to Work with very simple fraction concepts. ,

e.g., Children can recognize partvf a whole.
5. . ., . begin to understand simple concepts of measurement.

e.g., Using concrete objects and linerilr measurement tools, such as rulers or pieces of str-

ing, children can determine and co pare lengths. Children can use concrete objects to

estimate space, volume. ,- . .

6. . begin to recognize and name a penny, nickel, dime, and quarter, and associate them with ap-

proximate amounts (a quarter is worth more than a penny).
7 . ; . begin to tell fime to the hour and to relate to personal time (later, dinner time, now, after a

while, etc-.)'. .

t



KIND RGARTEN
BASIC LEARNI G GOALS IN MATH

The following goals describe the basic skills which most children learn during their year in Kindergarten.
These skills build on those skills already mastered during the preschool years.

Reread the preschool goals. Review the preschool activities v., ,h y,our child to prepare him for the
Kindergarten tasks.

1 he Kindergarten math goals are divided into three skill areas. These are:
CLASSIFICATION, SHAPES, SPACE and MEASUREMENT and NUMBER CONCEPTS.
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CLASSIFICATION

Children in this age groUp should be able to:

1. . . sort and put like objects and/or pictures into groups by either ,their:commorrsize. shape, color,

number, where they live,. what they do, or by any other feature.
e.g. children are given eight triangles all the same size. Five are blue and three are green.

Children should be able to put the triangles into two groups by their common color.

SHAPE, SPACE AND MEASUREMENT

1. . . . identify the shorter and longer of two horizOntal objects.
2. . . identify the longest and shortest of three horizontal objects.
3. . . identify the smaller and larger of two objects; they can also identify the smallest and largest of a

series of objects.
4 - . identify a penny, nickel, dime, quarter and a dollar bill.

e.g., Children are shown the money, and begin to learn the names of the coins or bills.
5. . . identify the shapes: circle, square, triangle, rectangle,-diamond.and ellipse (oval).

e.g., Children should be able to pick out agiven shape from a group of shapes. If they
are given a shape, they should be able to name it.

6. . . . estimate how many objects or shapes will fit into a given area.

NUMBER CONCEPTS

Children in this age group should be able to:

1. . . . determine which of two groups of objects or pictures of objects has more by looking at the
groups. -

e.g., Children are shown a vase with ten flowers and one with five flowers. They should
decide by looking that the vase with ten has more.

2. . . . match one object to another object to show groups that are equal or groups that have one

more. .

e.g.,. Children are given a picture of four dogs and four bones. They draw lines Conn c-

.ting each dog to a boneto show equal groups.
e.g., Children are given a picture of four dogs and five bones. They draw lines conneic-

ting each dog to a bone: This shows that the bone group has one more than the d g
group. .

3. . . . be able to count up to 10 objects in a grouji. ,
e.g.; Children are given a picture of groups of fourdogs, two flowers, eight shoes, fou
buttons, and five balloons. They are told to findgroups of four.. They should mark th

dog and button groups.
.

4. . . . recognize:the correct numeral for that same group. \
e.g., Children are given a picture of seven clowns. They will count and tell how many
clowns there are Telling h W many is the number of the group. This iseven, Children.s

will point out and write th numeral or symbol for the number seven 'Which is 7.
5. - . . count the total of two different groups' of objects to find out now 'many there are in all. They

should be able to work with the numerals (symbols) 0 through 10.
re.g., Children are given a picture of a group of 3 airplanes and.another group of. 12 \

\..7 le- 4
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airplanes. They count hce many airplanes there are in all. .

6. . write from memory the numerals 0 through 10.in sequence.
e.g., Children will often write a numeral backwards. Their 2 may Took like this: "5", or
their 3 like this: "E". This is a common mtlia4. It is corrected by practice and by eye kind
hand development..
e.g., Children are given mixed-up numeral cards. They are to put the cards in order from
0 through 10.

7 . . count from 0 through 29 out loud.

FIRST GRADE
BASIC LEARNING GOALS IN MATH

The following basic learning goals describe skills which children should leatn during their year in first ,

grade. These goals build on those skills already mastered in Kindergarten.

Reread the Kindergarten goals% Do the activities with yOur child to refresh his memory and to prepare
him for a new year's work.

The first grade math goals are divided into two skill areas. These areas are:
SHAPES, SPACE and MEASUREMENT, and NUMBER CONCEPTS
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SHAPES,, SPACE AND MEASUREMENT.

Children in this age6roup Mould bd able to: .

1. . . . tell time to the hour and half hour using time-telling vocabulary.
2. . . match shapes of the same size using objects or pictures of circles, triangles, squares, rectanyks,

ellipses, arid diamonds.
3. . . find the length of objects up to and including 12 centimeters using ,lruler.
4. . . identify whether half pr less or more than half of 4 given area is shown in a picture or object.

e.g , Children are shown a rectangle. Part of the shape is shaded red. They must ideroify
the shaded area as covering half of the rectangle or-more than or less than half.
e.g., Children are given a piece of bread cut into two Pieces. They should be able to tell if

a piece,is or less than half by looking at it.
5. .. find the value of a gram of coins up to anc' including 25C by counting.
6. . . find the group of coins which matches the value of an object priced at less than or equal to 25C.

e.g., Children are shown an eraser with a 12C tag on it. They arc given pictures of 3
groups of coins. Group 1 has a dime and a nic 'Nei. Group 2 has twOpennies and a dime.
Group 3 has four pennies and a nickel. TI.Lt children must match the eraser with Group
2.

NUMBER CONCEPTS'

Children in this age group should be able to:

1. . identify by position the ordinal numbers first through fifth.
e.g., The ordinal numbers are: first, second, third, fourth, and fifth. Children should
know and use these words by arranging or identifying objects using spoken words in

order.
2. . . . identify the nilmerals 0,to 99

e.g., Children will say the name of a numeral when shown the numeral on a flash card.

i. . . count from 0 through 99.
4. /, . . write the numerals from 0 through 99 in order.
5. . . . the number and numeral of objects grouped by tens and ones. They will understand

place value to the tens place.
e.g.. Children are shown 5 bundles of pencils anc14 extra pencils. There are110 pencils in
each bundle. Children-are to recognize that this represents the number 64. hey are to
write the numeral 64 as the symbol for 6 groups of ten and 4 ones.

6. . -solve addition and subtraction problems using the basic fact families through 5 without aidllte
e.g.: The children 'must memorize the basic fact families through 5. his hoped that the"
understand the relationship between addition and subtraction. Sample fact families are:.

.

2 + 3 = 5 1 + 2 = 3
3 + 2 = 5 2 + 1 = 3
5 2 = 3 3 1 = 2
5 3 = 2 3 2 =-;- 1

r,

. . . solve addition and subtraction problems using basic fact families 6 through 18 using aids.

e.g.. Children may use number lines, Pictures, or objects to solve these problems. Sam-

ple fact families are:
4 + 6 = 10 7 + 9 = 16

6 + 4 = 10 9 + 7 = 16
10 4 = 6 16 7 = 9 I.
.10 6 = 4 16 = 7

. . . find the sum of 3 single digit addends; the sum will not be more than 10. \.":7",;'



A
e.g.. Children will add 3 + 4 + 2 or 1 + 4 5.
They may use aids such as numberlines, pictures, or objects to help them solve the pro-

. . blems: .

/find the sum of two digit addends that are two digit multiples of ten,
'S

., Children will find the sum of 30 + 40 or 50 .4-- 40 etc. ah
,.

10. . . `. find the sum of two digit addends without carrying. ...

e,g. Children will find the sum of 23.+, 74. In this. kind of problein the sum of the ones
column is less than 10, so it is not necessary to carry a group of 10.

SECOND GRADE t
BASIC LEARNING GOALS IN-MATH

The following basic learning goals describeskills *s_h,c-hrldren should learn by the completion their,
year in second grade. These skills build on ill ose skills z.lrdady mastered in Kindergarten and firs grade:

Reread the Kindergarten.and first grade-goals. Do the 4ctivitie With, your child to prepare him for learn-
ing second grade basic skills.

'The second grade.math goals are divided into.two skill are These are:
SHAPES, SPACE AND MEASUREMENT, and NUMITCLu.R CONCEPTS.

4
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SHAPES, SPACE AND MEASUREMENT

Children this age group should be able to:

1. . . tell and record time to the HOtir;1-ialf hour, and quarter hour using time2telling vocabulary.
2. . identify a half dollar.
3_ . . . count amounts of money up to 50C in-half dollars, quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies.
4. . .-. find the length of objects or pittures of objects up to and including 18 centimeters using a ruler.

5. . identify one half of a group of 10 or less objects..
e.g.. Given 12 cars, children will divide the group in half.
e.g.. Given a picture of 10 balloons, children divide the balloOns into 2 groups of 5 with a

pencil.
6. . . ideritify the larger ano 'or shorter of two given line segments.

e.g., A line segment is part of a line.-This is line segment This is line segment B

. Line segment B is longer than A.

1 NUMBER CONCEPTS

kjhjldren in this .agc. group should be able to:

1. . . . identify the ordinal numbers first through tenth.
2. . . ..count by twos 5 tb 20 (0,2,4,5_ . .), fives to 60 (0,5,10. . .), and tens to 100 (0,10,20. . .).

3. . .
identify the greater or lesser ortwo numerals, each less than 99 by using the greater than syril-,

bol ( > ) or the less than symbol ( < ).
e.g., Children will compare 2 numerals less than 99 by 'using the > or < sign:
29 < 84, 19 > '10.

4. . . identify and write three digit numerals for objects groUped by hundreds, tens, and ones.

e.g., Children are given a picture of 3 bundles of sticks each containing 100 sticks, and 6
bundles of sticks each containing 10 sticks, and .9 single sticks. Children shoUld recognize
that this is a picture of 369 sticks. They are-to write the numei .11369 which represent 3

hundreds, 6 tens, and 9 ones.
5. . . identify the numerals 100 to 999. .

e.g., Children will say the name of a numeral when shOwn the numeral on a flashcard.

5. . . count from 100 to 999.
7. . . write the numerals 100 to 999 without reversals and innthe proper sequence.

e.g., Children should not be writing numerals backwards.

8. . . identify the number of hundreds, tens and ones in a given numeral..
e.g., Given the numeral 965 children will indicate orally or in writing that there are 9 hun-

dreds, 6 tens; and 5 ones.
. Solve 'additioh and subtraction problems using basic fact families through 10without aids.

e.g., The children must memorize the basic fact families through 10. Sample fact families

are:
3 + 6 = 9 6 + 5 = 10:
6 +',3 = 9 10 5 = 5
.9 6 = 3
9 7. 3 =

10. . . . Solve addition and sUbtraction problems using bIsic fact families 11 through 18 using aids.

e.g., Children may use number lines, pictures, or objects to solve these problems. Sam-.

ple fact families are:
2 + 9 11 6 + 9 = 15
9 + 2 = 11 9 + 6.= 15
11 2 = 9 15 6 = 9
11 9 = 2 . 15 9 = 6

.
. 7
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11. . . Solve story problems (given orally or in writing) using the addition and subtraction face up to-
and including 10.

e.g., Story problems are word problems: My dog has 6 bones. He hid 4 bones. How
many bones does he hz:ve left?

ans. 6 = 4 = 2 bones left.

12. . . find a misshfg addend.
e.g., Children will savor write the numeral to make the equation true. Given: + 6
= 10, children will say or write 4 to finish the equation.

13. . . find the sum of 3 single digit addends.
e.g., Children will add 6 2 + 3 or 4 + 3 + 5. They may use aides such as number
lines, pictures Dr objects to help them solve problems.

14. . . Solve story problems (given orally or in writing) using the addition and subtraction facts 11
through 18 with aides.:

15. . . Find the sum of 3 digit adde ds without carrying.
e.g., Children will find the sum 234 In this

62
kind of problem the sum of the ones column is less than 10 so it is not necessary to carry a
group of 10. The sum of the tens column is less than 100 so it is not necessary to carry a
group of 100.

16. . . . find the sum of mixed addends of one, two, or three digits.
e.g., Children will find the sum of 231 These

12
4

problems will be written for the children. It takes practice for the children to write this type
of problem using correct place value.

17. . . . find the difference, of 2 and 3 digit numerals without borrowing.
e.g., Children will solve 82 -41 or 469 238. The children do not have to borrow to
find the difference (the answer). They Must use their basic facts.

18. . . . find the difference using mixed numerals of one-, two, or three digits without borrowing.
e.g., Children will find the difference of 369 21 or 458 6. Theie problems will be writ-
ten for the children.

j 9. . . . solve addition and subtraction story problems (given orally or in writing) using numerals up to
three digits without carrying or borrowing.

a
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THE AC11VITIES

These activities were developed to help your child, master some of the basic
skills, described in the previous section. They were designed to be fun for
you-and your child. It is hoped that you will make up many more activities

to play with your child, and support his learning as he progresses in school.
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES



Speaking and Listening Preschool

. TASTE/SMELL/SOUND CONTAINERS

Objective: This activity helps the child associate words with sensations, and increases
the child's vocabulary by teaching words which identify tastes and smells. A variation
helps develop listening skills.

Materials Needed: empty, orange juice cans, or empty pill containe. > with lids
cotton or gauze
oaktag, 9" x 12"
felt tip marker, ruler
taste identifiers, eg: salt, sugar, lemon, unsweetened chocolate, honey, cinnamon. . .

smell identifiers, eg: cinnamon, perfume, maple syrup, grape juice, soap. . .

How to Make: I. For taste containers, put one. taste identifter into each .empty pill ccntainer, and
put on the lids. Make 2 sets.

2. For smell containers, 'put one smell 'identifier into each orange juice can and
cover the open end with cotton or gauze. Make 2 sets.

3. Cut the oaktag into rectangles big enough to fit two pill containers, or two orange
juice cans. Trace the bottoms of two containers onto as many Caicivas- needed.

4. Make oaktag labels for each taste and smell.

. How to Play: 1. First, let your child smell each of the smell containers.
2. Ask if he can find matching smells. Have him place the two containers with Smells .
r that match on an oaktag outline card.

'3. When he has done this, teach,him the words which identify the smells: "This is
perfume, it smells sweet like flowers. . . This is cinnamon, it smells spicy.

4. Next, help him match the word cards to the containers.
5. Do the taste containers in the same manner. Help your child to identify sweet, .

sout,bitter, salty and spicy.

Varia,tions: 1. Make 2 sets of sound containers by placing objects into cofee cans which will
make different so.unds when shaken, and cover with plastic lids..This helps your
child to focus on distinguishing sounds or discriminating between sounds.

2. Play "Guess What Makes This Sound": blindfold your child, or haye him sit with
his back toward you; Make a familiar noise, for example, tear a sheet'of paper in ,
half or bounce -a ball, or run the faucet; have your` child tell you what you did to
make the noise. This also helps your child to focus on distinguishing sounds or
discriminating between sounds.

26 6
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Materials Needed:

How to Make:

Howeto Play:

Speaking and Listening Preschool

FELT DOLLS

Objective: This activity helps the child learn to identify body parts and names of
clothing.

1 yard of white or pink or yellow or brown felt fOr the body
an assortment of colored pieces of felt for hair, face and Clothing
pencil, scissors, glue

1. Draw the body on the yard of felt with the pencil, and cut it out.
2. 'Cut the body into parts: arms, legs, hands, head, etc:
3. Draw and cut out the face parts, the hair, and the.clothina.

-41 Give the body parts to your child first. Place the torso on the rug or table. Ask,
your child to find the legs and put them on the body, etc.

2. When the body is assembled, point to the parts and say: "What part of the body is
this?"

3. Next, give your child the clothing, and proceed as in steps 1 and 2.

Variations: 1. Make clothes for the felt doll which belong to an occupation; eg. doctor's clothes,
policeman's clothes, etc. Discuss these occupations with your child.

32



Materials Needed:

How to Play:

28
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Speaking, Listening, Reading, and Writing Preschool (Kindergarten,

BOOKS

books to read with your child

1. Choose a variety orsiories, making sure that they are appropriate for you child's
developmental level. For the very young child, choose boo;cs with large pictures
and little narrative. As the child grows older, the stories can be longer, more com-
plicated with more narrative and fewer pictures. Remember to set an example
yourself; when you read books and magazines, etc., you demonstrate to your
child that reading is a valuable experience. Set aside time to read with your child
every day. Be patient since at times your child may want to hear the same story
over and over again.

Things to do before reading a story:
1. Make sure you have set aside enough undisturbed time and that you and your

child are comfortable.
2. Have your child look at each page and tell a story abOut_the pictures.
3. Tell your child the title and have him tell what the book will be about.

4. Have your child look at the pictures and tell if he thinks the sfory will be real or

make-believe.

Things to do while reading the story: .

1, If yoy are enjoying the story, so will your child. Show your interest as you read the

sta. Stop and comment or question. Eg. "Oh my! isn't Peter Rabbit in a fix?'
What will he do?"

2. Read with reat expression For example, change your voice to suit the character
talking;_whi per or raise yopr voice where appropriate, etc. .

3. As you read, sometimes you might point 'o the words. This helps your child to
associate the spoken words with the writtet. words and it emphasizes the left to
right movement of reading. You might help your child to identify letters as well.

Things to do after you read the story:
1. Ask your child to tell what happened in the story:what happened first, nextand

how it ended. . .

2. Ask your child to pretend he is the main character. You tell what happens first in'
the story and then your child will tell what he (the character) did. Continue
throLgh the story with your child acting out the part of the main or an important.

character.
3. Ask specific questions about file story which your child will answer.

-4. Ask your child what his favorite part of the story was or which was.his aiiorite

character. t.

Props for Reading
L Make puppets to act out the parts of a story.
2. Have your child and a friend act out the parts of a story, to make a play. Make

costumes for theverformance.
3. Make a model of the main character (sew it, or make from clay, or paper cnachel.

This makes the story come alive for your child; children love to hold khe main

character while hearing about him.
4. Use a flannel board to illustrate the story or to have your child tell the story to you.

Or make construction paper illustrations and have your child recount th6 story to

you using these home-made pictures:
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Materials Needed:

30

How to Make:

How to Play:

r

Speaking and Listening

POSITION PICTURES

Objectiv The child will learn position words.

one sheet of colored construction paper, 9' x 12" , for each card
one 4' x 6" sheet of white paper for each mouse
one sheet of black construction paper, 9" x 12"
pencil
felt tip marker
_glue, scissors

Preschool

1. Take one sheet of colored construction paper and paste a cut-out mouse onto the
paper.

2. Cut out a circle from the black construction paper and glue in onto the paper to
correspond to the position word you are going to teach.

3. To teach the word "inside", you can make a paper door that operis to reveal the
mouse.

1. Place the position pictures in front of your child. Point to each one and identify
where the mouse is. Eg: The mouse is between the circles. The mouse is in- the
middle. The circle is over the mouse or on top of the mouse. The mouse is under
the circle. The mouse is to the left of the circle. The circle is to the right of the
mouse. The mouse/circle is alongside of the circle /mouse.

2. Now, mix up the cards, and ask your child to point to the picture where the
mouse is in the middle. . .

3. Next, mix up the cards and point to a card and say "Where is the mouse?"
4. Remember to praise your child's efforts as well as successes. Give your child the

correct- answer if he guesses wrong two times.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Specking and Listening Preschool

DRAMATIC PLAY

Objective: Dramatic play activities encourage the development of oral and receptive
language skills.

clean old clothes and accessories, construction paper
toilet tissue tubes, empty boxes, string
grocery bags
paint, glue, scissors, stapler, felt tip Ons. make up

1. Make any special accessories for a "costume" for your child out of construction
paper, eg: An Indian headband, a sheriffs badge, a crown.. .

2. Make play telephones from boxes, tissue tubes and string.
3. Make masks from grocery bags.

1. Make dramatic play props available to your child and his friends. Then - let it hap-
pen.

2. Or on a mins/. day, you and your child can "dress up" complete with make up
and then play proGrid. Eq. Be a lion and a lamb, be a spaceman and a
mon--ter. . . Encourage conversation.

Variations- 1. M X?. sock puppets and a cardboard box stage - and let it happen. -

2. Draw roads on an o:d sheet with felt tip pens. Cover wax milk containers with
construction paper, draw, windows and doors to make buildings. Let your child
put together a village, and play with his toy cars.

1:30
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Materials Needed:

Speaking and Listening Preschool

SORTING THE SEASONS

Objective: This activity encourages conversation, and can increase your child's
vocabulary.

4 clasp envelopes
2 sheets brown construction paper 9' x12"
assorted scraps of constriction paper - green, light green. Yellow, red, orange and
white. . : (crayons could be substituted to draw leaves and grass, snow, etc.)
marker, glue, scissors

an assortment Of seasonal pictures cut from-magazines including some holiday scenes.
Make sure that the pictures clearly define the seasons.

How to Make: 1.

2.
3.
4.

How to Ploy:
2.

3.

Variations: 1"

2.

32

.
Draw and cut out 4 free shapes from the brown construction paper.
Glue one on each clasp envelop on the clasp side.
With the marker, print a season's name on each envelope.
Decorate the trees and ground to match the season.

Discuss the seasons with yourthild.
Have your child sort the pictures with you. Ask him why he chose each season for
each picture:
Store the sorted seasonal pictures in the appropriate envelopes.

Keep a monthly calendar drawing an appropriate weather symboFin each daily
space to describe the weather that day. Diseuss the weather with.your child.
Make a weather wheel so that your child can describe the weather to you each

..day. Cut out a 12' cardboard circle; divide into 5 parts; ineach section draw one
of the following illustrations: snowman, clouds, wind scene, umbrella, and sun;
cut out an arrow and faSten to center with a brass tack. Your child can change
the arrow each day.

?J;
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Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Speaking &listening Preschool

DIRECTION

Objective: This type of activity increases your child's listening skills.

1. Give your child two-step directions verbally.tEg. Sit at the table and eat the pop-
corn. Dip the brush in the paint, and then use it on the paper.

2. Praise your child when he accomplishes what you ask. Help him to task complete.
3. When your child can comfortably handle a 2 step direction, give 3 step directions.
4. Continue increasing the steps.

Variations: 1. Cooking together is an ideal way t- give directions that are fun.
2. Teach your child a self-help task, like how to tie his shoes, using this method.

33
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Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Variations:

34

Speaking and Listening f Preschool

PICTURE FLASH CARDS

Objective: This game encourages the child to speak in complete sentences. and it can
expand his vocabulary. Variations teach listening skills.

clasp envelope
index cards or oaktag cards
pictures of objects and animals and plantS from magazines
glue

I. Glue the pictures onto the index cards.
2. Store all picture flash cards in the clasp envelope.

1. Hold a picture flash card up for your child to identify.
2. As:f.i your child: -What does it do?" or "What does it say?" or "Where is it used?"

or "When do you use it?" or "What color is it?". . .

3. Encourage your child to use complete sentences. if he answers with one wor4
then repeat his answer using a complete sentence, eg. "Yes, that's right. The ap-
ple is red."

1. You can draw the pictures using felt tip pens.
2. Make flash cards in one category, eg. fruits, farm animals, vehicles, etc. Have

your child sort the picures and explain why he did so. 7)
3. Play "Can you do what I do, can you say what I say". Print instructions on index

cards and read each to,your child. eg. "Comb your hair", "Brush your teeth".
"Repeat after mel. The fox jumped over the fence." Your child pantomines comb-
ing his hair, etc. This increases your child's listening skills.

4. Lay the object flash cards out on a table, face up. Start describing the object on
one of the cards. Cogtinue until your child identifies the card. Then let him
describe a picture for you to find.



Materials Needed:

b

How to Play:

Speaking and Listening Preschool

DESCRIBING OBJECTS FROM _ '-
MEMORY

Objective: This game helps increase the, child's attention span. encourages the use of
memory, and encourages the child to use verbal language.

one tray
one towel
an assortment of small objects from the home

1. Place the bbjects on the tray.
2. Show the tray to your child. Pip

3. Cover the objects with the towel.
4. Ask your child to describe each object on t: from memory. \
5. You can remove the objects one at a time after your child has described- each ob-

ject correctly.
6. Begin with a few objects, and as your child devetops. increase the number of ob-

jects used.

\iodations: 1.. Place Objects on the tray.
2. Show them to your child.
3. Cover the tray and remove one object.
4. Remove cover and show the tray,to your child. .

4

5. Ask your child which one you removed and have him describe it to`you.
.

4

C
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Pre-reading and Pre-writing.

COLOR SPOOLS
Preschool

Objective: This game teaches the child to recognize colors. and hen to recognize the
names for those colors:

Materials Needed: 3 sheets of construction paper --blue, red, yellow
- 6 empty thread spools

2 sheets 12' x 18" oaktag
. 1 die

3 felt tip markers: red, blue, yellow
masking or scotch tape
pencil, ruler, scissors, glUe

How to 1.

2.
3:

4.

5.

How to Play: 1.

2.

3.

Variations:

2.

3.

Color 2 of.the thread spools red, 2 blue and 2 yellow.
Put,an X on .one set of spools and an 0 on the other. (A set is ne of each color)
Place the 2 pieces of oaktag on the table so that 2 -18' length touch and tape the
pieces together.
Turn the "collapsable" gameboard over and complete the ga eboard by drawing
the path of alternating colors, red, yellow, blue. J

Cover die ;ides with small colored squates of red, yellow, and lue paper.

Each player gets a set Of spools and places them on the start ar a.
First player takes the die; rolls it, and moves his spool to the irst matching color
space.
Game continues until one playgr has successfully reached the stop position with
all of his spools.

After red, yellow and blue have been used, the game can be made more complex.

Make a new gameboard but instead of coloring the spices, writ .the names of the .
by using 6 colors on the gameboard, spools and die.

colors. No. your child must'recognize the color names.
This game can be played without the gameboard: place one se of spools in front.
of you, the other set across the room-.Pick up one spool and say "Can you get me..
the one that . matches?" If the corre\spo61._is returned have your child find

something else that ,color in the room. Remember: the corre0 response makes
you sure your child is seeing the color correctly. You. are*2-(ot iteaching the color-
names at this point just the matching process; When you teach the color name,
only introduce one color at a time. _ .
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Moterio Is Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Variations:

Pre-reading, Pre-writing Preschool

SANDPAPER ALPHABET

Objective:cThis activity teaches recogriairm of the letters in the alphabet.

26 4" x 6" pieces of oaktag
3 sheets of fine sandpaper, 9" x 12"
paper hole punch
glile
scissors

1. On the back of the sandpaper, draw the alphabet letters A thro ghZ.
2. Cut out the letters.

1

3. Glue each letter to a 4" x 6" card.
4. With thepaper punch, punch 26 holes out of the sandpaper.
5. Glue one hole On the bottom left hand corner of each card.

1. Hold the "a" card with your left hand, your thumb on the dot.
Piesent the a card.to your child.

3. Trace the a with your right index finger and sty "This 1.5 the letter a".
4. Let your child hold the card, trace the letter, and naine it. .

5. Continue introducing the letters slowly. You may want to introduce just one a day
and combine it with an Object Box or Letter Book. 1

Play "Flash a Letter" with your child: hold up a letter card and say "What letter is
this?" I I

2. Give your child the letter.cards and instruct him to find a parlcular letter.
3. Begin to teaEh your child alphabetical order by heip"ng him-putthe cardS in.order:

Teach him the "ABC" song:7
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Pre-reading, Pre-Writing Preschool

LETTER- SOUND-OBJECT. BOXES

Objective: This activity helps the child to associate a letter with its sound.

Materials Needed: 1 shoebox or suitable container for each letter you wish to teach
5 objects for each box, object names begin with the letter you wish to teach
wallpaper, contact paper, or construction paper
felt tip pen

How to Make: 1. Cover the box and lid with the paper.
2. Using the felt tip pen; print the letter you wish to teach clearly on the box and lid.
3. Place the objects inside of the box,

How to. Ploy: 1. Choose one letter/sou.ndbox to introduce to your chid.
2: Show him the identifying letter on the outside. .

3. Say "This is the letter - and its sound is (eg. "This is the letter M and Its
sound is m-m-m41,") .. .

4. Remove the lid and remove the objects one at a time. Name each object and
,repeat the narna concentrating on the initial sound. (eg. "Man - rp-m-man" "Map
- m-m-map". I

.

Have your child place the objects back into the box naming each object and
repeating the sound as demonstrated. .

,-.

Variations: 1. Haire the child name'eacil object and describe what it is or what it does.
2. Veibally describe each object, giving one clue at a time, until your child can 'cor-

rectly identify the object.
.

3 After the child has mastered beginning sounds, word cards could be placed in the
box. objects would be matched to the word cards. ,

,C-C

yitIr s
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Materials Needed:

Pre-reading, Pre-writing Preschool

LETTER BOOKS

Objective: The child will name objects, become familiar with initial sounds, and later
associate a sound with the written. symbol.

5 index cards, 5" x 8" for each letter book
2 pieces of construction paper for each letter book
5 pictures from magazines of objects whose names begin with the letter you are

.teaching
1 brass brad for each book
scissors glue, hole puncher, felt tip marker

How to Make: 1. Choose one letter of the alphabet, for example the letter b.

How to Play:

3. To assemble the letter book, punch a hole througli the upper left corner of the
to each of the index cards.
Cut out the magazine pictures of objects beginning with the letter b and glue one

construction paper cover, the 5 picture pages, and tblit:consiprction_paper back

0,..

.0

, cover. Fasten with the brass brad. . ...---'2----:,--,

4. With the felt tip pen, print the letter on the cover of the book
1 .

5. Continue making books until letters olthe alphabet are covered:-..._

-----------------i
1. .Show your child one book (for e mple, the b book) I ,

2. Point out the letter on th is is the letter b - it's sound is buh, buh buh",
3. Open the book and review the pictures that all be in u.litii the "b" sound, em-

phasizing the sound as you name-the pictures. .

4. Have your child review the pictures emphasizing tie b ourid. Teach only ore
sound at a time.

, ,..

Variations: 1. Make-a home-made ABC book the same may using 2'sheets to cover the book,
and twenty six pages, one for each letter of the alphabet with pictures that corres-
pond to the letters in the alphabet. (apple, book; cat, dog, ear, etc:)

2 . Poi: older children the letter and word can be added. Later a child may be able to
write the word and then write a sentence about the word.

44
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Pre-reading and Pre-writing

LOTTO GAMES

Preschool

Objective: This game teaches the child to associate a written word with its meaning.

Materials Needed: 1- 6" Yc 6" piece of oaktag for each gameboard.
2 - 6" x 6" pieces of oaktag cut into 2" x 2" squares for each gameboard you make
ruler
black felt tip pen
crayons or paints or felt tip markers or colored pencils

How to Make: 1. With the black magic marker, divide the'gameboard into 9ci/fa-res, each 2" x 2" .
.2. Draw a familiar object or animal or plant or food on eachfot the squares of the

gameboard.
3. Draw the same pictures 6n 9 of the 2" x 2" cut out squares. Print the name of

each item under its picture with the black magic marker.
4. Print the names of the'items on the second set of 2", x 2" cut out squares.

How to Ploy: 1. Give your child a garhcboard, and you take another.
2. Hold up the picture/word cards one by one, saying: "What is this?"
3. After your child identifies it, point to the'word and say: "Yes, this is a picture of a

car, and this spells car c-a-r.'!
4. If your child has that picture on his gameboard, give the card to your child so that

he can match it to the picture. If you have that picture the you takethe card.
5. The first player to fill_his gameboard wins.

Variations:. 1. For the younger child, do not use the printed words, just use the pictures.
2% As your child grows older, use the-second set of word cards withOut pictures to

play the game.
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Materials Needed:

How to Make:

Variations:

Pre4eading and Pre-writing

TRIPS

Preschool

Objective: This' activity gives the child personal experiences in writing and reading.

2 pieces of construction paper
wax paper, a toWel, an iron and ironing board
drawing paper and crayons or paint
writing paper and pencil
hole punch and yarn
glue

1. Take a trip with your child: go,for a neighborhood walk and collect some leaves,
or go to the grocery store, or go to the post office to buy stamps and mail a let-
ter. . .

2. When you return home, ask your child to tell you a story about, the trip. Write
.

down your child's story.
3. Read the story back to your child, and ask him to draw a picture to illustrate it
4. If you collected some leaves, press .them. in .wax paper. (wax paper sandwich,

tover, with a damp toweland iron it). If ybu bought stamps, have your child stick?
one on hisetory. If you went to the store, have your child glue the register tape or
product labels to his story,

5. Cover the story and illustrations with construction, paper. Bind it by punching
holes along the left margin and tying it together with the yarn.

6. Save every book you and your child make. Months later, they make good bed-
time reading and conversation.

1. You and your child can write books about daily activities, or special events. Eg.
"My Birthday ". dr "Planting Puinpkin Seeds" or .4( Day in the Life of Billy". . .

2. Ask ", child uo make up a story, or when he is playing a pretend dame with his
.4;.fite it down.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Variations:

I

Using Ouir Hands

WRITING FROM MEMORY

,I

Kindergarten

Objective: The child will be able to write his name from memory.

oaktag or c nstruction paper 12" x 18"
1 clothespin
paper, straps, 2" x 10" .
paper
scissors, pe cil, ruler

1. Place t e,oaktag so that the long side is verticle and make a fold 6 inches from the
top to ake a flap.

2. 'About inches below the fold, place a 2," x 10" paper strip and mark the four
corner with a diagonal line. Cut out 4 slots so that the paper strip will fit securely
into the slots and still be flat. The folded paper should cover the strip.

3. Repeiat so that there are slots for another paper strip 2" from the bottom of the
oaktag.

4. Now take the papet strips and write the first two letters of the child's name on the
first strip, first three letters on the second, etc.

1. Place the name strip with two letters slots at the top; place a plain paper strip in
the bottom slots.

2. Ask the child to look at the lett s and try to remember then.
3. Using clothespin, clip the f d shut. Child will then write what he remembers on

the bottom strip.
4. If he succeeds place in next strip. Otherwise, open flap and take another look.
5. Repeat procedure with second strip, then third strip until the child has mastered

his entire name.

1. Use single letteis for the child who is mastering the alphabet.
2. Use simple familiafw,ords, and gradually increase 'to very short sentences:-

\



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Using Our Hands

CHOCOLATE LETTERS

Objective: The child will leari n to paint letters from example.
/

freezer type Ziploc bags N.

instant chocolate pudding mi lc , milk, bowl .
t _

/
.1. Prepare the chocolate p ddinp.as directed on the package.
2. Place a few tablespoon into two Ziploc bags. Close the Ziploc, bags getting rid of

as much air as possible..
.

1. Put the two Ziploc ba on a table in front of your child.
2. Print a letter in the pus:;1 ing thr6ugh the bag with your finger and have your child,

copy this letter printing t through her own Ziploc bag. ..

3. Scratch out that letter a d print a new one for your child to copy,
4. When your child no lo ger enjoys writing letters, let your child eat the remaining

chocolate pusdding.

Kindergarten

Variations: 1.

e

Put some pudding on f nger paint paper and have your child finger paint letters

tyrofoam meat tray and have your child finger paint let-
with it.

2. Put some puclding on a
terrs with it.

r.;

"`Ppr/le (C4,
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Materials Needed:

How to.Malie:

How to Ploy:

Variations:

O

Using Our Mouths

PEEPHOLE FUN

Kindergarten

Objective: The child will develop oral' language skills by describing parts of a whole:

child will verbalize based on visual clues.-.

10 pieces of 9" x 12" construction paper
5 pictures from magazines possibilities are ,pictures of fruits, animals, landscapes,.

people, trucks
scissors, glue/paste, ruler, pencil, stapler with staples"

1. Staple two pieces of the 9-)kx 12" construction. paper together on the left side to
.

create a folder.
2. Cut out the magazine pictures and glue one inside the folder.
3. Cuter hole out of the cover of the folder to expose an interesting part of the picture

inside:
4. Continue with the rest to make 5 folders with peepholes.

1.

f

Give your child a peephole folder. Ask him to describe what he sees, and to gues's

what might be inside. Ask leading questions that require more than a yes or' no
answer: "What color is it?", "What does it do?", "Where would we look for this?",
"Why do we need this?", or "Tell me a story about this picture;', "What's happen-

ing in this picture?".
Let him lbok inside the folder when he guesses right or after the 3rd guess.

Put together folders which can be classified, e.g. all food and all animals. After
your child guesses the pictures have him sort them.
Have your child help make mop peephole folders. Have him play with a friend.

3. Tell your child to look through a toilettissue,tUbe or paperlowel tube at some ob-

jest in your house or outside. Ask him to describe what he sees. Encourage him to

continue looking at parts of objects while describing each as accurately as possible.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Using Our Mouths

FIND YOUR FEELINGS

ObjectiVe: The child will recognize and describe feelings.

Kindergarten

10 pieces 8" x 12" typewriting Or construction paper
2 pieces of oaraag, 8" x 12"
10 picture's of people's faces from magazines 2 happy faces, 2 sad faces, 2
angry faces, 2 tired faces, 2 scared faces
drinking glass
10 pop sticks
scissors, pencil, glue

1. Take the ten face pictures and cut them out orthe magazines nfaking sure that
they are no larger than P x 6"

2. Glue one picture on the top of each_8" x 12" paper,
3. With a pencil and glass trace 10 circles onto the oaktag and cut them out.
4.' Make cartoon faces on circles to match the face pictures.
5. Now glue the cartoon circles onto the tops of popsticks.
.6. Measure two inches from the bottom of the 8" x 12" paper and make two 1 inch

wide slits, one above the other.

1. Place pictures and puppet popsticks in front of -child.
2. Ask the child, "How does the person in this picture feel?". Enc-Jurage your child

to respond with a complete sentence. (If the child answers with a word or phrase,
help him to make a sentence until he does it by himself.) .

3. Ask the child to pick up the corresponding puppet popstick and place in it,',1e slits.
eg... "Can you find the.puppet that feels sad?"

4. Continue until all the OictU es have a pJpsItic-it puppet. TaiIk with your child about
when he felt-sad; at rq,.pt& It is impbrtant for him to learn the wails for his own
feekngs.
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Mated° Is-Needed:

46

How to Make:

Using Our Mouths . Kindergarten

USING COMPLETE SENTENCES

Objective: The child will use complete sentences.

1 square piece of cardboard, 12" .x 12"
paste, scissors, magic marker
1 paper fastener
4 pictures which wif of interest to y(7.,ur child

4" x 1" pice of oaktag with a point cLzi- at one end

Using the magic marker divide the square Into fourths.
Cut the pictures to fit the sqUares and paste them on.

3. With the scissors point make a hole in one end of the oaktag strip and in the cen er
of the square-r-

4. Place the strip on top oft A.square and pUt the paper fastener through both ho
Work with it until it will s in. '''' I

How to Play: 1. Have your child spin the spinr,or,
2. 4sk your rhiit to look at the picture and then tell 3 sentences about the picture.
3. You will eitco.,rage the child to use complete sentences instead of one word,

answers..
4. Ask yr c' I to spin at., If tt pictine, your child must

make 'Inc, sentences,
5. Give him several turns at doirio this.
6. You should also takaa ti\rn so your child can hear the sentences you make up.

Voridtions: 1. After your child has described the pictures, ask him to tell what might have hap-, -
pened before each picture, and what might happen next.
Comic strips can be used for some of the.picturei-keeping the before and after pic.-
tures separate and gluing them on'cards. Then have your child find the cards that
go before and after the pictu e that the spinner has pointed to.EncoUrage cam-

.

tlete sentences.



Materials Needed:

How to Make;

How tb Play:

Using Our Mouths Kindergarten

MYSTERY BAG

Objective: The child will use descriPtive words in identifying an object by touch.

grocery bag or shoe box or cloth bag with drawstring
objects that feel rough, such as:
sandpaper, emery board, steel wool, gumdrop, orange, sponge

"objects`that feel soft, such as:
cotton ball, piece of fur, velour, velvet, stuffed animal
objects that feel smooth:
apple, smooth rock, smooth plastic, glass, spoon

1. Place one of the objects into the Mystery Bag.

Ask your child to reach into the bag to feel the mystery object.
Ask your child to describe how it feels (eVeri if,he can guess what it is right away).
Encourage the use of complete sentences. Try to have your child think of three

-descriptive words per object. For example, the sandpaper is rough, square, and
'thin.

Variations: 1. Ask your child to describe how the mystery objects can be used. For example, the
sponge can be used to clean up the kitchen.Vary the objects.



Materials Needed:

48

Using Our Ears

RHYMING RACE

Objective: The chil be ab

to right.

Kin'dergarten

recognize words that rhyme. The chile work left

4

2 matchbox cars
23 blank index cards, 3" x 5"
9 bread_Wties oL yarn
re Ur-green crayons. paper punch, pencil/pen or felt tip marker

How to Make: 1. Draw pictures on 8 of the index cards, label them.
2. Draw pictures of things that rhyme with the first 8 pictures on aliore index cards. ,

Label them:
_3. Print the word "start" with as green crayon on one card and print "stop" in red

crayon on another.
4. Punch holes in the first 8 cards one on each side. Punch holes in the kart and stop

cards.
1

5. Cut 5 index cards in half and write the number "1" on 5 pieces and the number
"2" on the other five pieces.

6. Tie the first 8 pictures together with bread ,bag ties. The pictures can be put in dif-
ferent order by changing position of cards and retieing the bread bag ties.

How to Ploy: 1. Place the cards tied together on a table with the other cards placed underneath in
a pile. Put the number cards in one pile face down.

2. Ask the child to place his matchbox car on "start" and pick a number card.
3. Child will read the number All move car the number Of steps on the card.'
4. Child will then identify the picture on which he lands and try to find the rhyming

card.
5. He places the card he chose under the picture with which he is trying to rhyme. If

the card he chose does rhyme,the car may stay at that position. If the picture card
he picked dbes not match, he goes back the 1 or 2 steps of-the number carcl!lt is
important for the parent to encthreze the child to say the words, and to repeat the

Thy s.

6. CO nue with turns until one car reaches stop.

14.



O

Voriations: Another rhyming game can be made as follows:

Glue magazine pictures to a pie tin divided in o pie sections"with a felt ,tip pen.
Make a card board arrow fastened to the cent of the tin. 'Ask trig child tdspin the
arrow and nameithe picture pn which it lane . Then ask your child to say a word.

,thavhymes withit. Continue playing until our child has had several chancesiti
make up rhyming words.

2. Say an easy rhyming word such as "cat," "pin," or "bed". Then ask the child to
name all of the words he can think of that rhyme. Write,the words douin and
together make silly sentences, for example: The cat sat op a hat. Tin is in the
Ned is in 'a red bed.

3. Make rhyme puzzles: Draw pictures of things that rhyme, likesa cal arid a hat, on a
piece of oaktag. When cut the pictures apart. Make a bunch and scramble the,
pieces. Akio your child try to fit the pieces ba,Ck together by finding the pictures
that rhyme.

Materials Needed:

How to Make:

Using Our Ears O

4..

LETTER -SOUND D4RT GAME
t

.Objective: The child will be able to'p\ck out (discriminate) beginning sounds and match

Kindergatteri

them to the first letter of that word. ,

. cardboard or oaktag circle diameter 48"
styrofeam meat tray
felt tip pen
lkrdunded toothpicks
stapler with staples
10 oaktag rectangles x
ruler
tape

. Find a bowl lattice it tin the 18" cirdte, and dra. witrouod it with felt tip pen to
make inner circle.

.2. Take the ruler and make four lines from the perimeter of the inner ciide to edge of
the outer circle, one on each's-ide, on2 at the top and one at the boticm. The
ganeboard is now divided into 5 actions.. . .

3. Cut 3" squares froin the styrofoam neat tray and staple one in each section on
-the gameboArd. . . .

4.-Now cut out picture (at backof book) for this activity and glue them to the top of
the rectangles and fold each up from the bottoms.

5. Stick atoothpick in.bottom fold and:back out 1/2 inch from bottom, tape on back
This is the dari. Make 10 darts. ,

onto6. Print, with felt tip Pen the letters.; p. c, s, m, t onto the gameboard, one tette( in .
each section.



How to Play: 1. Ask your child to take a picture dart and name the picture. Then ask him to name
the letter with which that word begins. Tell him to poke the dart into the styrofoarri

square next to the proper letter.

1. Use all letters of the alphabet.
2. Use beginning blends such as ch, sh, th, for chair, shirt, thumb. jib.

:PiTraresaemmezear

Materials Needed:
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How to Make:

How to Ploy:

It? 1,
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Using Our Ears

LISTENING GAMES

Kindergorte.1

Objective: The child will identify a picture by matching it to a verbal description.
Objective of Variations: The child will listen to and follow directions given verbally.

glue'
scissors
magazines
6 pieces of construction paper

1. Cut six interesting pictures from magazines and glue each to a piece of construc-
tion paper.

1. To play !Describing," put all of the pictures next to each other in front of your
child.

2. Make up a story about one of the pictures and describe what is seen.
3. -Now, ask your child to point to the picture you spoke about and tell why she knew

it was that picture.
4. Procede like this until all pictures have been described.
5. - Then, ask your child to tell a story about one of the pictures and you guess which

picture it is.

Variations: 1. To play "Destination Five", give your child five specific directions that will move
him through a room or house to a specific destination. For example: "Crawl
under the kitchen table. hop on one. foot, _touch the high chair, touch the

55 e
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Materials Needed:

so

refrigerator, and come back to me." Ask your child to repeat the instructions and
then follow them in the proper sequerice. Then ask your child to give you direc-
tions. Add spice to the game by having your child find things which you have hid:
den by following your verbal directions.

2. To play "Blind Destination", blindfold your child and then give him verbal
lions one at a time. For example: "Turn to your right. Now take two steps for=-
ward... ". Have a surprise at the destination and ask your child to guess what it is
while he is still blindfolded, by giving him clues. For example: "It's orange, it's
crispy, and you and rabbits love to eat them!" Let your child enjoy eating the car-
rot.

Using Our Eyes

LOOPY LOOP

A

14.ndergarten

Objective: The child will be able to recognize letters. The child will put letters in
alphabetical order. The child will match the letter with a word that begins with the
same letter.

4 yards of thin,clothesline
8 drip-dry plastic hangers with clips
8 construction paper strips
felt tip pen
remsking tape
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How to Make: 1.

2.

3.

4.

How to Play: 1.

2.

3.

4.

Take the clothesline and make 8 loops about 11/2 inches in diameter. each a few
inches apart. Make a square knot above each loop to hold the loops in place.
Take masking tape and cut 8 small pieces that will fit onto the clothes pins. Press
on to the clothespins.
Write an "a" on one piece, "b" on another, and continue with writing the letters
"c", "d", "e", "f "g", and "h".
Take the paper strips and felt tip pen and write a word on each, such as: apple,
butter, cup, dog, elephant, funnel, gum and hoop.

Attach the clothes line to two objects that are firmly placed.
Ask the child to take the hangers and place one in each loop in alphabetical order,
naming the letters as he does so.
Have your child select a word card. Help him to read the ward. 'Have him pinch
the clothespin with the letter with which the word begins and attach the word
card.
Continue until all word cards are used.

Variations: 1.. Vary the word cards until your child has mastered the alphabet.
2. Use vowels only.
3. Use .difficult consonants or blends.-



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Using Our Eyes Kindergarten

POSITION BINGO

Objective: The cMcl will identify positions: ,top, bottom, left right, under, over,
between. up, down. beginning, middle, end.

3 oaktag cards, each 6" x 6"
27 squares of construction paper, 2" x 2"
12 blank index cards
ruler, felt tip marker

1. Divide each oaktag card into squares with the ruler and felt tip marker to make
the gameboards.

2. Draw a different position picture in each square on the gameboards.
3. Print a position word on each index card. These are the word cards.

L EachpTayer-Plgces-his ganT6oard iniront of hims-elfTiFid is given 9 construction
paper squares as markers.

2. The "caller" picks up a word card and calls out the position as he shows the card
to the players.

3. If a player has a picture of that position on his board, he covers it with a con-
struction paper square.

4. The first person to cover his card completely wins! (He may be the "caller" next.)



Materials Needed:

How-to Make:

How to Play:

Using Our Eyes

FORK THE PORK

Kindergarten

Objective: The child will be able to sequence a 4-part event or drawing.

- A drinking glasses
/4 forks
4 index cards, 3" x 5", for each sequenced event.
tape
4 paper squares, 3" x 3"
writing paper, pencil

1. Draw onto 3 x 5 cards a 4-part event or sequence.
2. Write "1", "2", "3", "4" on paper squares and tape onto glasses.

Put one fork into each glass, handle first, prongs pointing up.
2. w ask ,your child to look at all four cards of a sequence and pick what comes

first d place in prongs of fork in glass 1.
3. Contin with second, third, and fourth part of the event.

.4. Go back t. he first picture and have your child tell what he sees in each drawing.
5. You may wa to write what is said on paper.

Variations: 1. If your child easily masters a 4-part sequence, try a 6-part sequence. This will
sharpen your child's ability to visually discriminate.
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Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Variations:

Using Our Eyes Kindergarten

LETTERS

Objective: This activity familiarizes the child with the letters of the alphabet and with
alphabetical order.

52 pieces of oaktag. 3° x 5" or 12" x 18".
black felt tip pen

1. With the pen. print one lower case letter, a-z, on each of 26 oaktag cards.
2. Print one upper case Letter, A-Z, on each of the remaining 26 oaktag cards.

1. Begin with the lower case alphabet: Present-each letter to your child. "This is the
letter a. . .". Work with a few letters at a time.

2. Then hold up a letter and ask "What letter is this?"
3. Then present the group of letters, asking your child to "Find the letter a. . .".
4. Continue until your child is familiar with the entire alphabet.
5. Lastly, use all lower case letters in a flash card game. Hold up a letter at random-

and ask "What letter is this?" Remember to praise your child's efforts as well as
successes. .

6. When your child has mastered the lower case alphabet, introduce the upper case
by matching the letter cards..

7. Next you can play the flasfrcard game with all 52 cards.
8. Eventually you can help your child put the cards into alphabetical order.

1. Use single letters for the child who is mastering the alphabet.
2. Use simple familiar words, and gradually increase to very short sentences.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to,Ploy:

Using our Eyes Kindergarten

COLORS

Objective: , he child will identify and name the colors: red, ,orange, yellow, green,
blue, purple, brown and black.

16 index cards 3" x 5"
glue, scissors"
construction paper, 1 piece in each color red, orange; green, yellow, blue, purple,
brown, black
plastic cup with 2" base

1. Using the plastic cup, trace two circles on each piece of construction paper.
2. Cut out all the circles.
3. Glue one circle on each index card.

1. Place theeards circle side down, with 4 rr.- s of 4 in each row.

2. Ask the child to turn one card over and name the color.
3. Then ask the Child to turn another card over and name that color.
4. If the colors match the child keeps that pair; if they don't match turn the cards

back over.
5. Then you take a turn. Gat .e continues until all of the colors have been matched.

Variations: 1. Work on one color each week. Have the child find: all of his red toys, all of his red
clothes, red food in the cupboard; have him color a picture using red. The follow-

ing week use a different color.
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Materials Needed:

Using Our Eyes

SIDEWALK WRITING
Kindergarten --

Objective: The child yluill write letters and words using a wet paint brush on a sidewalk.

dry sidewalk or macadam
bucket
water
paint brushes
index cards (blank ones)
felt tip marker

How to Make: 1. Write the words or letters you want your child to practice writing on the index
cards using the felt tipped marker.

2. Fill the bucket with water and then go outside to the sidewalk or macadam area.

How to Play: 1. Give your child one of the index cards and tell him what letter it is (or word).
2. Each of you take a paintbrush and write the letter for word) on the sidewalk rewet-

ting your paintbrush as needed.

Variation: Use chalk instead of a wet paintbrush.

*WI
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Materials Needed:

How to Pioy:

Variations:

Speaking

WHAT COMES NEXT?

1st Grade

Objective: This game encourages the child to think of logical sequences and to explain
the ; equences verbally.

Stories or situations to read or tell to the child.

1. Read a story and leave it unfinished. Have your child finish the story using one or
more complete sentences. -

2. Here are some stories to tell your child.
Father looked out the window. He put on his coat, hat and boots. He picked up
an umbrella and went outside. What is the weather like outside?
Mother took out her pie tin. Slit. cut up some apples. What will she do next?
Susie kissed firer mother.oSusit. picked up her library book and her lunch box.
Susie went out the door. Where was Susie going?
Mother gilled the tub with water. She put a sailboat in the water. She put a bar of
soap and a washcloth in the water. Next she called Billy. What will Billy do?
Johnny and Carol were playing ball in the yard. Johnny kicked the bill. Carol
couldn't catch it. The ball rolled into the street. What did the children do next?

1. Talk to your child about what you are doing. Ask him what to do next, or ask him

to tell you what will happen next. For example, while you are making breakfast,
ask your child to tell what will happen to the eggs when. you heat up the frying pan.

What will happen to the butter on the hot toast?
2. When reading that favorite bedtime story, leave it unfinished. Ask your child to

make up a new ending or to tell you how it will end.
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Speaking

CUP-BEAN SCRAMBLE

st Grade

Objective: The child will place pictures in logical se nce. and explain the event illus-
trated in the pictures.

Materials. Needed: r 5 paper cups
15 dried beans;,
glue. scissors
5-pictures Which illustrate a sequence of events

HOW to Make: 1. Cut out the five pictures.
2. Turn the cups upside down and glue one picture on each.

How to-Play: L While your child is not looking. place 1 bean under, the cup with the first picture
on it, place 2 beans under the second.cUp, 3 under the third cup, and so on.

2. Scramble the cups.
3 Now ask your child to look at the pictures and slide them around the table until

they are in proper order from left to right.
4. Have your child tell you about each picture, making sure that he explains the

logical sequence. Encourage him to speak in complete sentences. Have him
check the beans after he gives his explanation.

Variations: 1. Make up more sequence cards! .

2: When your child has mastered a sequence of 5, make up sequences of 7 pictures,
or 10 pictures. . .

r^-
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Speaking..

DOUBLE MEANING

1st Grade

Objective: The child will identify two -meanings of a word.

How to Ploy: 1. Begin by telling your child a few riddles like:
What has legs but cannot walk? (a table)
What has eyes but cannot see? (a needle or a potato)
What has arms but cannot hug? (chair)
What has a tongue but cannot talk? (a shoe)
What has a head but can't think? (lettuce, cabbage)
What has a hand but no fingers? (clock)

2. After discussing the riddles, ask your child if he can think of two kinds of bats one
fpr a game and one that's an anima).

3. Ask your child to tell you a sentence using each type of bat.
4. Continue with this procedure for other double meaning words like: let-

ter/top/nail/well/glasses/fly/tie/park/match/hide /ring. .

Use pictures to clue your child in to the different meanings .Df a word. Have him
use the words in sentences which he makes up.

Variations: 1, Reverse the game by looking for different words with the same or similar mean-
_

ing:
You say "I am happy", he says "I am joyful".
He says "hold",syou "grasp".

You say "lid". he says, "cover". .
He says "bri:At", you say "vivid".

2. Another way to play is to have your child ask: "What's another word for
" Now you try to think of an answer. This game will increase his

vocabulary.

4

0
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Materials Needed:

Speaking i st Grade

POSITION WORDS

Objective: Children will identify positions: top, bottom, left, right. beginning, end,
.middle. under, over, between.

chair
several cans and boxes from the cupboard
1 toy

How to Make: 1. Have all items available.

How to Play: 1. Place a chair in front of your child.
2. Give your child the toy and have him follow these directions: (Remember to

praise his efforts as well as his successes)
Hold the toy at the !op of the chair.
Hold the toy at the bottom of the chair.
Put the toy to the left of the chair.
Put the toy to the right of the chair.
Put the toy under the chair.
Put the toy over the chair.

3. Then take the toy and hold it at these different positions anti have the child iden-
tify them.

4. Next; put 3 cans or boxes in a line. Ask your child to touch th.,:1,can at the beginn-
ing. Then find the can at the end. Next, ask your child tz_ point to the can in the
middle.

5. Then, point to a can and ask your child to tell the position.

Variations: 1. Have your child help set the table by following your directions.
Ask your child to nut the knife to the right of the plate.
Put the napkin to the left of the plate.
Put the fork on the napk:n.
Put the spoon next to the knife.
Put the glass or cup above the plate.

2. Use other everyday activities to help your child learn position words.
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Following Di;ections/Listening 1st Grade

PEANUT JEWELS

Objective: This type of activity helps the child to learn to carefully follow directions:

Materia:s Needed: bowl
measuring cups and spoons
spoon
wax paper
cookie sheet
1 c. peanut butter
1/2 c. honey

c. toasted wheat germ
1 c. seedless raisins
1 tsp. vanilla
1t/ .c. angel flake coconut

How to Make: 1. Get all the unmeasured ingredients together_ Place the measuring cups and
spoons, the bowl, spoon, cookie sheet, wax paper and ingredients on a table.
Make sure your child can comfortably and safely work on the table.

How to Play: 1. Give your chit erections for making the candy, step by step:
a) _r.ne e 1 c. peanut butter into the bowl is

b) 1/2 c.'honey
c) 1 c. raisins
d) 1/2 c. wheat germ
e) 1 tsp. vanilla
f; mix all together using the spoon and Your hands.
g) Put a piece of wax paper on a cookie sheet..
h) Spread 11/2 c. coconut on the wax paper.
i) Drop spoonfuls of peanut mixture on coconut and roll to coat completely with

coconut.
j) Put in refrigerator.
In about an hour; you and your child may enjoy the treat.

2. Give your child step by step instructions ior cleaning up too!

Variations: 1. Any simple recipe may be used, such as making instant pudding, or jello.
. 2. After your child has finished, have him recount the steps he followed in making

the treat..
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Matei-ipls Needed:

dl

How to Make:

Reading & Sounds /Phonics-Memory & Sounds/Spelling 1st Grade

ACTION WORD PUZZLES-

Objective: The child will practice making complete sentences.

oaktag. 9" x 12. for each puzzle
magazine pictures or newspaper pictures or draw /.ictures of actions
magic marker, ..cissors Ii
1. On top halt o g. gic^. or draw a picture that illustrates an action word. (ex:
/ plays. sits. walk:, ti...fs swims. hops)

2. ''Underneath the picture print the action word.
3. Underneath the action word, print a simple sentence which would be comple,,.!

with that action word.
4. Cut the sentence from the word and picture in a zig-zag fashion or any patk-rn to

make a puzzle.

How to Play: 1. Separate the puzzles into two piles: all action word. and all sentences.
2. Ask your child to pick one card from the ac.tio-n :Yord pile.
3. Have your child find the matching sentence.
4. Ask him to read his final choice aloud.
5. He continues readiag and matching until all cards arc used.

Variations: 1. To add spice, cut the picture apart from the action word so thaf each puzzle has 3
pieces. . . .

2. Make noun puzzles. Ex.-The swims in the sea.. The sleep3 on my
bed. (fish, dog,) - etc..

:74-3044,-

i I

.
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Materials Needed:

HoW to Make:

Reading & Sounds/Phonics-Memory & Sounds/Spelling 1st Grade

I'S. IN THE TEETH

Objective: The child will be able to sort short and long vowels.

2 styrofoam trays
4 short plastic combs, 7"
2 cardboard tubes, 7" each
scissors, felt tip pens, glue, pencil
12-3" x 5" cards

1. Glue each cardboard tube down the center of the trays.
2. Mark two lines with pencil across each tube about 21/2" apart; take the scissors

arid make laTs,
3. Place one comb in each slot...

tip perran-d-prtriti on one andi-on another x 5" card.
5. Now-take the rest of-the 3" x 5" cards and print-the following words: bit-,-chimpf---

-mitt, sip, pip, side, bite, side, fight, and kite.

How to Play: 1. Plate the trays side by side with the i and i can' s in front "-

- 27- Have your child-read-a3Lx-9-card-and tellifthe word has-short orlong-"i".
3: Have him place the card in the combs of the corresponding tray.
4. Repeat for all cards.-

Variations: 1. Use all vowels: "a", "e", "o", and "u". A dictionary may be used to find or check
- on long and short vowels.
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Materials Needed:

How to Make:

Reading & Sounds/Phonics-Memory & Sounds/Spelling 1st Grade

"MARK ME"

Objective: The child will identify a sentence as a question or as a statement.

3 sheets construction paper (12" x 18")
scissors, felt tip marker. ruler, pencil

1. Taking two pieces of construction paper, cut six 2 inch wide strips out of each.
2. Cut 12 2" squares out of the other piece of paper.
3. Using the felt tip marker; print a question mark on six of the 2" squares.
4. On the other six squares put a period.
5. On each of the 12 strips of 2" x 18" paper print one of.these sentences:

The dog is barking
The man and girl are walking.
Decemberis a_coici month
The girls-and boys are playing
I see a tree
Run to the car

.How to Play:

Are-you-a girl or a boy
Can I play now
What time is it
Who is that girl
How are you
Where are we going

All need periods.

All need question marks.

1. Place the piles of sentences, periods, and question marks in front of your child.
2. -4r:ave sentence and decide if it needs a period or a question

mark. .

3. Hav-, ..the child put the appropriate one at the end of the sentence'strip.
4 Nowthave_your-child-choese-another strip-arrcl ek; e wtretlier io place a period or

a question mark at the end of it. i z'
5. ProCeed until all of the sentences have periods or question marks after them.



Materials Needed:

Reading & Sounds/Phonics-Memory' & ScundstSpelling 1st Grade

END IT

Objective: The child will become familiar with ending consonant sounds, and will gain
practice in reading words.:

2 pieces of 121' x 18" oaktag
magic markers
ruler
buttons to be used as markers

How to Make: 1. Draw the gameboard on the 12\"'x 18" oaktag. This consists of a path of squarec
(3" x 3") from "start" to "finish". On each square, write one Of the'following
word beginnings: ca__, ra__, ba__, si__, do_._, ri__, ha__, bi__,

_2. Divide the other piece of oaktag into 30.- 1" x 1" squares and cut_them out
3. Print one letter on each of the 1". x 1" cards: n,t,b,g, or x.

How to Play: 1. Place the gameboard on the table. PliCe-th-diette-r-tar-ds-in.--a-pile face down-,
_ 2. _ You and your child choose a button to use as a mark,

3. The first person"to start bicks up the top card from ihe pile and reads the letter out

t loud.
4. He then innkc at the first spece_ancLadclsilis_endingzound-tathe,-ward-hegirwving.

If it makes a word; he places the card there and puts his marker on that space,. If it

does not make a word, he tries the next space until he finds a word.

5. The next persons takes his turn. The first one to the finish line is the winner.

VCIliatiOT157-7 1. Make up new game boards with new. letter cards.
2.' Make up game boards with the beginning sounds Missing and use the same letter

cards.
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Materials Needed:

. Flow to Make:

Roading & Sounds/Phonics-Memory & Sounds/Spelling 1st Grade

.LPHABET APPLE

Objective: The child will learn to put letters in alphabetical order.

9" square of red oaktag
magic marker
3 strips of oaktag, 1" x 12"
scissors
sharp knife --

1. Draw and cut out anapple out of the red oaktag.
2. In the middle of the apple make 3 pairs of horizontal slits 11/2" wide and 1"

apart.
3. Using the magic marker, write letters on the 3 strips.

1st strip ,a,r,c,f,g,m,k,t,v
2nd strip - w,d,b,u,s,l,h,g,n

° 3rd strip x,o,t,v,e,h,i,c,m
4----WaVilhe strips into the slits in the,apple, beginning with the 1st strip in the left

slit.

IoW to -Pk:11st strip so that a letter shows..
2. Have your child identify the letter. _

3. Then ask your child to move the middle strip until the letter that follows that letter --
shows. Have himname this new letter.

4. Ask him to move the third strip to the letter which follows the first two.
5. Have-him2identify-if-,-Move-tlie first-r-olumn fo th-elTarletter and start over again.

Variations :. 1., 'Change the letters on the strips to capitals.
2 Parent cart positiorra letterirrtlte centerst-drircd ask the Thild to move the first and

last strips to find the letters that come before and aftet the middle letter.°

a
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Reading & Sounds/Phonics-Memory & Sounds/Spelling 1st Grade

SHORT VOWEL FAMILIES_

Objective: This-qame gives the child practice in pronouncing short dowel sounds.

Mat-e-rtols-11-eeded: _ i(8nindex cards
50 squares of paper, 2" x 2"
stapler with staples
felt tip pen

How to Make:
,

1. Print one letter on each paper square, using the following letters:
3 b's, 5 c's, 3 d's; 4 f's, I g, 7 h's. 1 k, 2 l's, 4 m's, 2 n's, 7 p's, 4 r's, 1 s, 5 t's, 1 w.

2. Print the following word endings on the index cards, leaving space for_the_paper____

squares-to be used as word beginnings:-at, ancigrit,op,otced,-en,-ubrut._
3. Put the paper letters b, c, h,-m, and p in a pile and staple them along their left

edge onto the nt card. Place them so that you can flip through them to read them
beginning letters to the words ending in at.

4. Now staple-the letters:
c, f, m, p, t, in front of an e

d, f, p. r, w, in front of ig
f, h, k, p, s, in front of it
c, h, m, p, t, in front of op
d, g, h, I, n, in front of ot
b, f, I, r, t, in front of ed
d, h, m, p, t, in front of en
c, h, p, r, t; in front of ub
b, c, h, n, r, in front of ut

How to Play: 1. Have youtchildctioose_a word card.__ _ -

2. Ask him toTead the top word aloud. If he cannot, then you pronounce it for him.

3. Have him flipthe letters, one by one, pronouncing each new word for you.
Remember to praise his efforts as well as successes.

4. You might wish to keep scor&to see how many words your child gets right per
card, and then you choose a card-a d let him tell you if you are pronouncing the

words correctly.

Variations: 1. Print one word on each of 11 index cards.
2. Staple vowel letters to the cards, as above

"7-
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bag -.u, o, i, e
lamp - i, u \-
got-eju

o; u,
mess-a,o,i
truck - e, a
hem - u, i, a
bend - o, a
bin -
bet u, i, a
top - i, a

, 4
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Reading & Sounds/Phonics-Memory & Sounds/Spelling 1st Grade

CONTRACTION-BUTTERFLIES

Objective: The child will learn the contractions for various word combinations.

Materials Needed: 10 pieces of colored construction paper, various colors
scissors
magic markers
ziploc bag
pattern of a flower and a buttakfly

ki,QW to Make: 1. Trace and cut out 10 flowers of different colors. Print one of the contractions on
each flower.

2. Trace and cut out 10 butterflies of different colors. Print one of the word pairs on
each wing.

word pairs:
we are
they are
he is
can not

How to Play:

de-not--
will not
is not
does not
I am
it is

contractions:
_w&re --
they're,
he's-
can't--

Won't
isn't
doesn't
I'm -

it's

1. Child will take all the flowers and butterflies out of the bag.
2. Child will choose one butterfly, and then find the flower with the correct contrac-

tion.
3. Child will proceed until all butterflies and flowers are used.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:'

Creative Writing'

STORY-BOX

1st Grade

Objective: Children will say and write a complete sentence or sentences when given a
picture clue. a

pictures of family
vacation pictures
postcards
any pictures cut frommewspapers or magazines
scissors, construction paper, gine, shoetiox, paper and pencil, yarn, paper punch

1. Put all pictures in shoebox and label: "Story Box".
2. Include paper and pencil box

How to Play-,- "1.--Ask-your child to open the Story Box and choose a picture.'
_ _ ,

2. Ask him to first explain the picture, or tell a story about it.
3. Now have him write a simple' sentence about the picture. Encourage him to ex-.

pand by asking "What else can you tell me about the picture?
Hints: Remember to stick to one topic; ex: if picture is of a relative. encourage
your child to tell one story about that person or one event. .

Ke6p sentences simple: ex. John is my uncle. He plays baseball with me. He likes
me. I like him. He is fun.

4. Make a construction paper cover for your child's story, and have him illustrate the
cover and print the title. Have him glue the picture onto another piece of paper.
Bind the story with yarn through paper punched holes.

. 5. Save all of these stories - months later he can read them back to you.

Variations: 1. Take your child on a field trip' to the park, or the market. Then ask him to write a
story about it. . .

2. Ask your child to write. about his favorite teleVision show.
3, Encourage your child to write letters to friends, relatives, Santa. .
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Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Plciy:

"R

Creative Writing 1 st Grade

SENTENCE TIC-TAC-TOE

Objective: The child will be able to choose between sentence and non-sentence and
explain Choice..

9" x 9" oaktag 2 pieces
1 -9" x 12" oaktag
magic markers

L Divide 9" x 9" oaktag into 3 ". x 3" grid.
2. Divide second piece of 9" x 9" oaktag into .a 3" x 13" grid and cut out the

squares.
3. Label 4 of the squareS with an "X" and 5 of the squares with an "0"
4. Divide 9" x 12" oaktag into 12-3" X 3" pieces. Cut into cards.
-5. Label with sentences and parts of sentences.

Example: We are happy Have a good
Want to go The birds fly up
He found,a bug Five blue birds

--Joe-pic-ked-a-flower On tfle buy
He walked home . They came home
Does no,..ao One red kite

1. The sentence and non-sentence cardS are shuffled and put on table face "down.
2. Player chooses a card and tells why itlis a sentence or a part of a sentence.
3. If correct, he then marks grid with x or o. If incorrect he forfeits his turn.
4. Next player follows the same procedure.
5. First one to get tic-tac-toe wins.
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_Speaking

ROLE PLAYING

2nd Grade-----

Objective: The child will be able to respond verbally to questions and situaticns.

'Materials Needed: none

How to Play: Parent will playa certain role and ask the child s40-ne questions. Child will respond the
way a certain person would, to suit the role he is playing
Some examples are:
1. Telephone conservation: Parent is the caller. Child will answer the phone and res-

pond accordingly. Parent can set Up different situations, where the caller will want
to talk to Mom or Dad; or where someone is taking a survey.

2. The parent is a sales clerk. The child islost in'a store. The store clerk asks the child
questions to help him find his parents. The child witrangwer the questions.

3. Parent will bea customer in a restaurant. The child will be a wafter or waitress and
get his parent's order. Switch roles. /

4. Child will tell the parent reasons why he should have a pet.
5 Child will name one present he wants for his birthday anclielLwhy_he_wantsft
6. Child will pretend he just received a present from his grandmother. He willsay

"thank you" and tell how he feels about the present.
7. Child will tell parent what his favorite television program is and why he likes it.

Then the parent and child will play parts in that program.

Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to,Play:

Parent can make up other situations.

Speaking 2nd Grade

GUESS WHAT'S IN THE BAG

Objective: The child will clue others to what they have hiding by using complete
sentences. /

large brown bag ,

objects (to hide in the bag)

1. Collect the objects.from around the house or from a field trip.
2. Place them on a tray or on the table with the bag.

1. Have your child hide an object inside the brown bag without letting you see it.
2. Now have him describe it to you so that you can figure out what it is. (Remind him

to use full sentences and tell about the size, color, weight, and use of the object.)
When you guess what it is, he must show it to you.

4. Now it is your turn to hide E...1 object.
5. YOu can keep score by noting how many guesses it_takes each of you to identify

the object.

Variations: Another gaine which works wells with many children:
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1. Collect objects with different_textures,_ such as a cotton ball, sandpaper, cork.
wood, coal, rock, velvet, feathers.

2. Put each into a brown lunch bag, so that none of the children see it Give each



playera pencil and paper. =st
3 With the lights dimmed, pass one bag around a circle of players. Each must

describe the object (using a complete sentence) wit/Jou! saying what it is, or show-
ing what it is.

4. When the bag has completed .the circle, each player must write down what he
thinks the object is.

5. Continue with all bags.
6. The player guessing correctly most often is the winner.

V

, Speaking

Materials Needed:

) How toMake:

How to Play:

WONDER

Objective: The child will be encouraged to verbalize.

magazines with large pittures
scissors
cardboard

1. Find three interesting-pictures in the magazines.
2. Cut out the pictures, and if desired, mount them on cardboard.

2nd Grade

1. Put the three pictures in front of your child. Have him pick one.
2: You will start a quitVtion by saying:

"I wonder why. '. . " or
"I wonder what " or
"I wonder where. . . or
"I wonder how or
"I wonder when or

3: The child will look at the picture and finish the question. Encourage him to use a
coinplete sentence..

4. You and your child can then discuss possible answers to the question.



5: Now you pick a Picture, and have Your child start the question.

Variations; 1. It may help to have the beginnings of the questions written out.
2. Try the game with pictureg which siOu and !tour child have drawn or painted.
3. Play the gerne like "?.p questions":

Parent is thinking of something, like an objeCt in the robin.
Child says: "I, wonder if I can eat it.". . . "I wonder if it is green." etc.
When the child giveS. up or guessescOirectly, then he and the parent can

switch roles.

Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Ploy:

. 74

Following Directions/Listening

CREATE-A-CARD

Objective: The Child will learn to follow complex directions.

construction paper in various colors
paste, markers, crayons, scissors
paper and pencil

1. Cutpaper into various sizes: 4" x 14". 9" x 12", .6" x 8" , etc.
2: Place paste, markers, crayons, and scissors with paper m a shoe box.

.1. Ask your child to choose the paper to be used, and to decide who the card is for.--
and what the message will be.

2. Instruct your child verbally on how to fold the paper, step by step. Or: Write down
instructions for your child on how to fold the paper. Or: Demonstrate to your child
how to fold the paper, step by step. Note: This can be a simple 1 or 2 fold, or it
can be very complex. like a ian,...or an animal, figure. You can also use the scissors
to create different effects, like paperuolls or snow flakes, just be sure to give clear.
step by step instructions.



VQriations:

3. Give your child step by step directions for writing a message inside the card. For
example: "Begin with 'Dear Grandma', up in the top left hand corner. Now under
that, you can write 'Thank you for the ice skates'." Remember to discuss the con-
tents of the message with your child before you give specific instructions on how
to write it.

4. Give specific instructions for addressing, stamping, and mailing the card.

1. You can give clear, step by step instructions for doing a variety of things. Try:
making the bed; planting some seeds, sewing, polishing silver pi copper or.
shoes. . . . The idea is to help your child develop his skills in listening carefully,
and patiently following directions.

Materials Needed:

How to Make:

Follo\n-fing Directions/Listening

FIND A MESSAGE
2nd Grode

Objective: The child will practice listening carefully and followitt directions.

pen or pencil
white piece of paper about 8" x 4"

1. Using a pen or.Pencil copy the row of letters onto the 8" x 4" paper:
AjxlIkjmotkjvtextyxmojuk

80
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How to Play:

Variations:

1. Give your child the paper and a pencil.
2. Tell your child to follow tkese directions:

Cross out the A. "f
Cross out the X's.
Cross out the k's
Cross out the
Cross out the t's.
Cross out the j's.
Going from left to right, print the lette,s tht are remaining underneath.

3 Your child will then read the message: love you.- J
A

DIRECTION CARDS
-:

1. Divide a piece of construction paper in half- with a line drawn in black magic
market.

2. On the top half, draw 5 shapes: a circle, a square. a star. a rectangle, and a
triangle.

3. On the bottom half write the following directions: a) Color the circle red. h) Color
the square green..c) Put a blue line through the circle. d) Put a yellow line through

the star. e) Draw a ring around the rectangle,
4. Think up more direction cat ds and put them in a box for your child. Always check

his work to make sure that he is following the directions.

Following Directions/Listening

BLIND BONANZA

2nd Qrode

Objective: This type of game teaches a child to listen carefully And follow simple direc-
tions.

Mateiials Needed: a cloth blindfold

76
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How to Make: . Place a chair somewhere in a room.
2. Blindfold your child and turn him around three times.
3. Direct your child to the chair, for example:Take two large steps forward. Turn to

your. right. Now take four small steps 1.5ackwarci. Take i'me side step to the
left. . . now sit down in the chair!"

4. Now you. put on tht blindfold and let yobr child give you verbal directions to the
chair.
Note: Always explain the game to your cttild before putting on th'e blindfold.

Variations: i. Game 2 - Send your child on a treasure hunt. Firs. gather together several objeCts
that can be used together or that have a surprise treat, for example: a paint box,
brushes, and paper, or a plate of cookies, or'pajamas and a new story book.Next.
hide them in safe places. Then you can give your child directions to the treasure:
"Go to the living room and stand in front of the bookshelf. Look at t bottom left
corner of the bookshelf. Look for a book with a shiny red cover, . .

2. Game 3 - Simon Says is an excellent game to sharpen your child's skills in listen-
ing carefully and following directions! If you are playing with only one child, use
an egg timer. If he can follow the directions for 5 minutes, he wins and gets to bu
Simon while you follow his directions.

Viaterials Needed:

How to Make:

4,

Reading & Sounds /Phonics -Memory & Sounds/Spelling' 2nd Grade, .

.C.:ONTRACION TUBES

Objective: The child will match the contraction with the corresponding words, .

1 paper towel tube
2 toilet tissue tubes
scissors'.
magic markers (thin point & heavy)

6 ruler, paper and pencil

1. Mark each toilet tissue tube in 1" intervals.
2.. Draw lines straight across (With thin point-marker) from mark to mark.
3. With heavy marker, list.contractions on one.tube and two words matching con-

. traction on the other tube.
ex:
they're - they are -she's - she is

can't can not he's - he is

isn't - is not don't do nest
won't w ;ll not we've - we have
they ve - they leave we're we are

ts

4. Slip toilet.tissue tubes over paper towel tube.
5. Place a marker (glue on or draw) on the towel tube to identify the line being used

on the tissuetubes.

How to Play: 1. Ask your child to match a contraction to the corresponding pair. of words.
2. Once he does. have him write the contraction and words on paper.
3. Check for correct responses. Praise efforts as well as successes.

Variations: 1. Tubes'can be used for many things such as + and -- facts. compound words. etc.

17



Reading & Sounds /Phonics -Meniory & Sounds/Spelling 2nd Grade

NYM WHEEL

Objective: The child will mach homonyms on ti.e Nym Wheel.

.Materials pizza board or cardboard cut in a circle

HoW to Make:

1 b sti ips. eac.
plastic clothespins. 8 in one color and8 in a:- ')ther color
magic markers,

1. Print one list of homonyms around the perimeter of the pizza circle:
week sail

pair one
eight dew
to wood
2. Print matches on the strips:
weak sale

pear on

ate do
two or too would

How to Play: 1. You and your child each have 8 clothes,pins, all one color
2. Ask your child to choose a word from the pile of strips.
3. Have him find the homonym on the Nyrn Wheel.
4. Ask your child to give a sentence using each word to see that he understands the

different meanings.
or

Use one of the words in a sentence and have your child spell the correct word.
5. If your child succeeds, he can clip the strip to the Nym Wheel. If not, he tr do put

the strip back in the pile of strips.
6. Next, you pick a word, find the homonym, and give a sentence using eac`l word_

or have your child give a sentence and you oive the correct spelling. Let.your child
decide if you are right or wrong, and Use the.clictkmary to settle any dispdte.

7. The player with the most clothes pins on the Nym Wheel wins "the game.

Variations: 1. Use the Nym Wheel for synonyms and antonyms.
. .



Reading &5ounds/Phonics-Memory &SatindsiSpelling 2nd Grade

JAB THE TAB

Objective Tile child will put words in alphabetical order using the second letter.

Materials) eeded: 10 metal tahc from so
scotch tape, scissors, ruler
large styrofoam meat tray
10 bobby pins .
4 blank index cards (3" x 5")
fine linelelt tip marker

1. Cut each index card into 5 pieces x 5". .

2. Holding these cards horizontally . mite one word on'each card:.
rabbit, read, ripe, robot, running
b byTbedreeni-T-book-,-breadi-b-Able.

.

How to Make:

How to Play:

Variations:

tape, that; title, total, turn
cake, center, change, cough, cutters

3. Take the styrofoam ray and poke the soda tabs into the tray hi 2 rows, 5 in each
row. For safety, tape the sharp piece of the soda tabsbefore inserting into tray.

4. Thread a bobby pin onto each tab circle.

1. Take all the cards which begin with the same letter and put them into a pile, (so

there are 4 piles).
27 Give one pile to the child and ask him/her to put them in order alphabetically us-

ing the second letter of the word (since the'first letters are all the same) by placing
one card in each bobby pin beginning on the top of the tray.

3. Check the:-: words and then give your child another pile to put in order

alphabetk.: .g.

Can be used to alphabetize using the third letter .
Can be used to alphabetize using the first letter.
Can be used to alphabetize just letters



Reading & Sounds/Phbnics-Memory & Sounds/Spelling --2nd Grade

TEAT ME IF YOU CAN!

Objective: The child will write new words which rhyme with a given word by changing
the first letter to a double consonant.

Materials Needed: scissors
ruler
pencils
paper
felt tip marker
8 index cards, 5" x 8"
one piece of colored construction paper

How to Make: 1. Cut up fhe piece of colored paper into 2' squares. Using the felt tilasaarker_writeL.--
two letters on each card: ch, sh, cl, bl, tr, th, st, wr. dr.

2. Using the marker, write one of these words on each index card:_ nap...ring:made,
rriain7hOp, neck. rank, and send.

How to.-Play: 1. Place the index cards in one pile in front of you and your child. Place the conso-
nant cards on the table all spread out so each of you can see the letters.

2. Give yourself and your child a pencil and a piece of paper. Now place the top in-
dex card in front of your ehild,,and the next one in front of you.

3. Using the letter cards, make as many rhyming words as you can and write them
down on your paper.

4. Now change index cards with your child and have each of you write the rhyming
words for this card. Now compare and see who won for these two cards.

5. Take the next,2 cards and proceed in the same way.

ANSWERS
map - clap, chap, trap
ring thing, sting, wring
made blade, traile, shade _

main - train, chin. twin, drain
hop - stop, shop, chop, drop
neck - check, wreck
rank blank, clank, drank
send - blend, trend

7.



Reading & Sounds/Phonics-Memory & Sounds/Spelling 2nd Grade

S'E'LLING BASEBALL

Objective: The child will correctly spell a word to advance on the baseball diamond.

Materials Needed: 1 9" x 12" piece of cardboard
1 piece of dear contact
easy-off crayon
magic markers
10 index cards, 3" x 5"
ruler, buttons for playing pieces

How to Make: 1. On the cardboard; draw a baseball diamond. Mark home plate, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
base.

2. Cover the gameboard with dear contact paper.
3. On index cards lisi 10 of the week's spelling words with a magic marker.

How to Play: 1. Place the index cards face down on the table. Put the game board and easy-off
crayon in front of the child.

2. Choose one card from the stack and ask your child to spell the word.
3. If your child coriectly_spells the word, he moves from home to first. If he misses,

he stays on base. Game continues until all words are correctly. spelled. Crayon is
used to keep score.
Hint: Game can- be played nightly rising 10 words at a time, each nite your child
plays against himself or it can be played with more than one child.



Reading & Sounds./Phonics-MernOry & Sounds/Spelling 2nd Grade

BOW TIE SPELLING

ObjectiveL_The_child . he ahlo cpelhoards_with_the_corTe-c-t-diphthongs----

Materials Needed: 2- 12" x 18" pieces of oaktag
magic markers
scissors
10- 9" x 12" nieces of oaktaa

How to Make: 1. On large oaktag make 2 clown faces with markers.
2. Print ow on one clown hat, and nu on the other.
3. On smaller oaktag draw 10 bow ties. Cut them out.
4. On these ties print the following:

c br n h se
cl. n h_ `I sh t

cl d sc t

k.

How to Play: . 1. Place clowns and bow ties in front of your child.
2. Your child will look at the incomplete words that are printed on each tie.

3. Ask your child to decide which diphthong. ou or ow, will correctly complete each
word. Have him place the tie on the corresponding down.

4. After your child successfully completes this activity, you can give a spelling test to

your child.

Variation: This game can be used with ir, ur, or. ar, ie, or other trickycombinations.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Spelling 2nd Grade

LITTLE FROM BIG

Objective: The child will gain practice in spelling.

paper
pencil

Write a large word such as Thanksgiving or Understanding on the-top of the-
paper.

2. Have your child write as many words as he can using only the letters in this large
word. Ev.imple:- Thanksgiving

thanks sank
tank giving
sin thin

sang
sing
think

Variations: 1. Compete with your child to see who can make ie most words in 2 minutes time.



Materials Needed:

Creative Writing 2nd Grade

NONSENSE. SENTENCES

Objective: The child will use a noun. verb, and adverb to write acomplete sentence.

1 piece of red construction paper (9" x 12")
1 piece of blue coast-uction paper (9" x 12")
1 piece of green construction paper (9" x 12")
scissors, ruler, pencil. black felt tip marker
lined paper

How to Make: 1. Cut each of the red, blue and green pieces of paper into nine rectangles, 3" x 4" .

2 Using the black felt tip marker, print one noun on each of the nine red rectangles

using the nouns: men, girls, boys, dogs, cats, mother: athers, trucks and we.

3. On each of the nine g:een rectangles priht a verb using these verbs: walk, run,
ju Kikip, ride, dance, go, read and talk.

4. 0 each of the nine blue rectangles print an adverb using these adverbs: quickly,

nicely, fast, slowly, quietly, loudly. rapidly, softly and swiftly.

How to Ploy: 1. Starting at your child's left, place all of the red rectangles face down in one pile: all

of thetgreen in the mid le pile, avid all of the blue.in the right hand pile.

2. Put the lined paper and pencil in front of your child. .

3. ASk your child to pick u one red rectangle ..efturn it over and read it. Then live
him turn ever one greet, card ynd read it. Finally have him turn over one blue

card-and read it. .

4. Ask him to read the whole three word sentence aloud and pr.nt it on the paper.

5,, Don't forget to use the word "The" with a capital letter -,) begin a !sentence and

also put a period at the end of the sentence.
6. No...e ,..! pick up three new rectangles, one red, one green and one blue. Read,

this no.:sensa. sentence aloud and then print it on the paper.
Ex: The men jump quickly.

The boys bark softly.
The iris . 'In rapidly.



'Itaterials Needed:

How to Make:

Haw to Play:

2

Cieotive Writing 2nd Grode

:)R1( TREASURE BOX

Objective: The child will write a story and give his story a title.

shoe ox
construction or contact paper
paste or glue
magic marker -

items such as: old book, scarf, apple (plastic), a jar with a dead bug, wallet, mirror,
clothes pin, family pictut

1. Cover box with colorful paper.
2. Label top "Story Tres. sure Box".
3. Put varied items in box.

1. The child reaches into the box and pulls out an item.
2. The parent encourages the child to tell a story orally first. The parent can also use

this time to go over rules of punctuation and capitalization.
3. The child then takes the paper and pencil and writes his story down on paper, giv

ing it a title.
4. The parent corrects the story and gives helpful hints where nerassary. (Parent

always remembers to praise any efforts made in story writing.)
5. The parent then binds the story and asks the child to illustrate it.

fJ y

a
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Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Creative Writing 2nd Grade

PICTURE DOWN THE LANE

Objective: The child will draw an animal using different parts of other animals and
write a des Lion of it.

paper (for writing and drawing)
crayons or water color paints or felt tip pens
pencil or pen

1. Have your child draw an animal-using parts of different animals.

1.. Give your child a pen (pencil) and paper arid tell him to write a description of the
animal he has just drawn, so someone else could read it and draw the same
animal.

2. Take your child's instructions, without his picture. and give them to someone else
(like Dad, or a brother, or friend). This person must draw the animal from the

original instructions.
3. Compare the two drawings OR have the new artist write his own instructions and

pass it on. .

Variations: 1. Have your child draw a design and write instructions for duplicating it, eg: "Draw
a triangle inside of a triangle. Draw a circle around the whole thing."

2. 1 s we your child write a story about his creature or design..

.1
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MATH ACTIVITIES
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1
Materials Needed: ,

How to Moller

How to Play:

Number Concepts Preschool

THE NUMBER BOARD

Objective: This game teaches the concept of number.

1 sheet of oaktag 12' x 13"
ruler
magic marker type pen (thin point)
penny or poker chip to trace
55 pennies or poker chips

1. Use the ruler to make 10 k .Azontal lines on the oaktag; the space between each
line is the width of the ruler (and 1 ruler width in from top and bottom).

2. Draw one line vertically, one ruler width in from left edge of oaktag.
3. In left hand vertical column of boxes, write the numerals 0 through 10, from top

to bottom.
4. In the box to the right of the "1" box, take the penny (or bingo chip) and trace it

once. Next to the "2" br v, in the next two boxes, trace the penny twice so that
there are two circles to corresoond with "2". Continue until you have made 10

circles next to the "10". Be careful to space the circles evenly below each one and
between each one.

5. Place all pennies (or bingo chips) in z. container (box or bag).

1. Place the gameboard in front of your child. Place the container of pennies on his
left.

2. Point to the numeral "1" and say "This is the numeral one". You might trace it
with your finger.

3. Pick up one penny and show it to your child saying "This is one penny."
4. Pace the penny on the appropriate circle, or ask your child to do so.
5. Repeat with all numbers.
6. When the board is filled, point to the zero and say "This-is zero. Zero means no

things at all: There are no pennies here" (point to the empty spac::).
7. Begin again; pottit to the numeral "1" and say "P is the numeral one." Hold up

one penny and say "How many pennies is this?" if he answers correctly let him
place them. Continue through 10:

8. Begin again; point to the numeral "1" and say "This is the numeral one. Can you
find one perir.y?" Let him place them. Continue through 10. You can make a

number board up to 20 if your child can easily master counting to 10.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Number Concepts

THE NUMBER LINE
Preschool

Objective: The child will recognize numerals & the sequence of numbers; he will begin
to learn addition and subtraction concepts.

8° x 8" oaktag squares for each number card you mal:e (for o's through 10, you
will need 11 oaktag squares).
black magic marker (thick type)
mas g tape

1. On the front center of the first square draw the numeral -1"; below it: write the
word "one".

2. On the back of that square draw one dot in the center.
3. On the front of the second card draw the numeral "2"; below it write the word

"two".
4. On the back of the second card draw two dots in the center.
5. Proceed as above until you have completed the ten card. Remember to evenly

space the dots. Suggested pattern:

®i COo etc.

4
For the zero card, place "0" and the word "zero" on one side, and nothing on the
other side.

There is a variety of ways to play with the Number Line.
1. Present the cards to your child as follows:

a. Show him the one dot, point to it and say: "This is one dot."
b. Ask hirn to point to the one dot.
c. Ask hin, 'How many dots are on this card?" If the child answers correctly,

proceed to the next card.
d. If the chiid can identify how many dots are on the cards, you may proceed as .

in a, b, and c with the numeral "1". and the word "one". (This teaches
numeral recognition.)

2. Make a line on the floor with masking tape long enough for the number line (you
might start with one through five). Place the squares on the tape in sequence, with
the dots side up. Walk with your child on the number line, counting as you step
on each card and pointing to the dots. Turn the cards over and repeat. (This
teaches the sequence of numbers.)

3. Ask your child to place the cards in sequence. Or, place the cards in sequence
and keep one card behind your back'. Ask your child -to, identify the missing
number.

4. Place the number li,ie on floor, dot sides up. Tell your child to stand on the card
with three dots. Now tell him to take one step forward (or up the number line, or
to the larger numbers): Now ask him what number he is ori. Tell him to stand on
number two. Tell him to take two steps forward. Now what number I, he-on?
(This is the beginning of addition.) Repeat with cards on numeral side. Try this
game with subtraction (take two steps backward, or down the line, or toward the
:.:ero).Don't forget to praise effort as well as success!



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Ploy:

Number Concepts Presc-`)ool

SANDPAPER NUMERALS

Objective: The child learns to recogn:ze numerals and increases his understm: ding of
the concept of ,v...irnt.er.

4" x 6' rectangular piece of oaktag for each number (for numbers 1-1'.: will need

10 pieces of oaktag)
1 sheet of sandpaper (fir x 12"
paper hole punch ",

glue, scissors, pencil

1. On the back of the sandpaper sheet, draw the numerals 1 through 10. Make them
as accurate as possible, and all the same size about 31/2" high.

2. Cut out the numerals.
3. Glue each numeral to a4" x 6" oaktag card (Hold the card with the 6" sides ver-

tical; place The numeral the middle upper 4" of the card).
4. With the papei punch, punch out one sandpaper hole. Glue this small circle

underneath the numeral "1". Punch our, two holes. Glue the two circles next to
each other under the numeral "2". Continue until you have completed the "5"
card, and have 5 -circles lined up under the "5". For "6", place 5 circles in a row
and begin a line under it with the 6th circle. eg. 00000.and for "7" 00000

0 00

5. Continue until ail cards are completed. Store allt.:-ds in a baggie or box.

1. Present the''1" card to your child. Rub the dot and say "This is one dot". Then
rub the numeral and say "This is .the numeral one".

2. Tell your child to touch the one dot. Tell your child to touch the numeral one.
3. Hold the card in front of your child and ask "How many dots is this?" and "What

numeral is this?"
4. Continue with all the cards.
5. After your child has mastered this, you can use the cards like flash cards, eg. show

him any number, ask him to feel it with his fingers, ask him to identify how many
rind the corresponding numeral.

6. You can also have your child sequence the cards; or play "What-number is miss-
ing?" by placing them in sequence and hiding one numeral.



Materials Needed:

Number Concepts PreEchool

SORTING & COUNTING BOARDS

Objective: The child w be able to match :,i.ec., to the outline. court the objects. and
find the correct answer card for all boards.

10 oak:aq or cardboard circles. 8" diameter
10 :.snares of oaktag or cardboard. 1" x 1"
felt tip marker. scissors. ruler. plastic bag
sponge. "C* batteries. ernery pencils. toothpic.,. bottle ads. poker chips.
paper clips. buttons. Q-tips

How to Make: 1. Refer to materials needed list and trace on.2 type of object on each e.iree: One
sponge on a circle. two batteries on a circle. etc.

2. Qn each circle write-how many ? (Fill in the name 01 the object).
3. Under the qui7.stion draw a 1" square for the answer card.
4. Number the 1' answer cards 1 to I() and place corresponding dots on the back of

the cards.
5. Place the objects in a plastic bag.
6. Place the answer cards in a small envelope in olie same plastic bag..

How to Ploy: 1. ,Place game boards and answer,cards in front of the child. Place the objects in a
container such as a pie tin or styrofoam meat tray.
Demonstrate how to play by picking up the one sponge and placing it on the
outline of the sponge.

3. Read the question "How many sponges?" Ans'i.... by saying -There is OM
sponge."

4. Look through the answer cards and find the numeral one and place that on the
game board in the space provided.

5. Ask yqur child to play the game with you. Assist your ch d until b.- can manage
the task on his own.
Hint: If your child does not recognize numerals: use the dot of the anstv,--
cards to help him master counting. Lat-er you can teach him numeral recognition.

%.



Materials Needed:

92

How to Make:

How to Ploy:

Number Concepts Preschool

T- SHIRTS
-

Objective:The. child will learn numerical recognition and sequence.

10 pieces of 6" x 18" oaktag
3 pieces of 9" x 12" construction paper. all one color
felt tip marker, scissors, glue

1. Draw the outline of 5 children on each of the 10'pieces-of oaktag. These are the
gameboards.

2.. Draw and cut out 50 T-shirts to fit the children from the colored construction
paper.

3. Number the T-shirts 1 through 50.
On each gameboard paste 4 shirts in numerical sequence leaving one-child ;.-
without a shirt at random.

5 Place the loose shirts in a sandwich bag for storage_

1. Place the gameboards in a pile in front of your child. Make sure that they are se-
quenced starting with the 1 - 10 board on top. Place the T-shirts in a pile next to
the gameboards.

2. Help your child to determine which numeral is missing from the gameboard. Point
to the numerals and count with your child and ask him what numeral- comes next

_for before'.
3. Once he has identified the missing numeral verbally, ha-khim look through the

T-shirts for that numeral. Hake him "dress" the naked child.
4. Continue playing as long as your child is successful. When he can no longer com-

plete the sectIwu.:ce, stop playing, Note where your child had difficulty since this is
where you bgii,..1,_) help him learn new numerals and sequences.

5. After reviewing rew numerals and sequences, your child will be able to complete
more gameboarcis., until he has mastered them all. (Note:sequencing from 1-50 is
a complex, advanced skill it takes much time ancj often isn't mastered until after
the child has entered grade school.)- ,



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

Classification

SHAPE SORT

TheThe child will learn to identify shapes, and to sort and claSsifOhem into like
sets.

.: Preschool

1 piece of oaktag, 12" x 18'
5 pieces of colored construction paper, 9" x 12" (yellow, orange, blue, red, and
green)
pencil, scissors, ruler, glUe, compass

1: Make a shape pattern for a li/2" c.:iameter circle m one color construction
parer. Contintie until you have all shapes: circl , square, triangle, rectangle, dia-
mond, each a different color. (Size of each about the same; small enough to fit all
of them on the oaktag; make sure the shapes are accurate.)

2. Trace your patterns to make an identical set-of shapes, in the same colors. Glue
these to the oaktag; this is your gameboard.

3. Trace you!' patterns to make another set of the same shays in different colors.
Repeat until ycu have no more paper. Now you have shapes in all colors.

4. Keep all shapes in a plastic lunch bag for protection.

How to Play: 1. Present ths shapes to your child as follows:
Place the gameboard in front-of you and your child.
a Point tcithe circle and say."Thir a circle." (You might outline its shape with

your finger.)
b. Ask your child to point to the circle.
c. Point to the circle and ask your child-=What is this?"
d. Repeat with other shapes.
Now take out the shapes which match the gameboard 0-lanes in color.

a. Pick up the circle and say "This is a circle. It matches this circle."
b. Place the circle shape on the gameboard circle.
c. Repeat with all shapes making sure that you are holding your child's attend

tion.
d. Remove shapes. Pick up the circle and say "This is a circle. Can you put it on

the circle here?" (hand him the circle and point to the gameboard).
e. When he does, say' "What is the name of that shape?" Repeat with all

shapes. .

Eventually you can hand your child the baggie full of shapes. Place the
gameboard in front of him. Ask him to find all the circles and match them to (place
them on) the gametaaid circle. Repeat with all shapes. Always remember to rein-
force the names of the shapes.

ti
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Matei-ia!s Needed:
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How to Maie:

How to Play:

4

Classification

HANDS AND FEET

;e XtSCVA _

-Objective: This activity helps the :r.:.itsCove7 the principlei: :,osing and riatii;_t;
sets:

Five sheets of 12" x .18"crcolored te.c+ir,n paper in red..;-4/c.v. blue at,!./..,

brown.
pencil. scissors

1. Make silhouettes in 5 colors a adult'sJ:i-.::..1,:ind foot and a child's hand ar-..;1

foot by tracing your har48 ark, s' child's on eac!.- sheet of paper
cutting out.

2. Store in a zip lock bag.

1 Remove the playing pieces v» r child to group the, togethei
some way.

2. After he has grouped the piec s a ta - 1plain how and 1.1,'4v he put the items
together that way.

3. Challenge your child to groty . :lraci feet another w.- t hi?n

explain to you how and wk. *tem in this new
4 Continue challenging and Ir ct-mds classificatit-4,

sort them by color?", "Can you t-c-2:.; another way?"
5.--Some-Possible clasifying-selectionc-v:-

all blue. .

Variations:- 1. Add a middle size hand and foot to each colored set. Play the 7:r;C:
,

ing the hands and feet in a variety of ways. You can now add iA;_44nai,..;,
which one is first, last, middle, and first, second. third.

2. You can concentrate on "flow manyi"..counting fingers and tor:.'
3. You can play "Who has" and request playing pieces by size or c:

4
i!)



Materials Needed: _

Hbw to Make:

How to Play:

J

Classification

MAKING SETS. WITH OBJECTS

Preschool

Objective: The ghild will be able to sort various objects and make sets of like objects.

large styrofo an tray
styrofoam trays one for each object
an assortment of the folic rcg objects or similar objects

at least ten of each:
bobby pins, buttons, popsicle sticks, poker chips

1. Gather the trays and objects and place in a zipioc bag.

),/ Remove the trays from the bag.
2. Place the objects on the large tray, and place the larger and smaller trays in front

of the child..
3. Ask the child-to sort the ?nixed objects so that the small trays will each have the

same type of object.
4. Rcmfotre the words of the objects and the concept that each tray holds a set of

Variations: 1. The child can count the number of objects in eacl-i set:k
2. Have th-e child name each object and tell its use.

95
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Materials Needed:

. -
How to.Make:

Classification

SHAPE SORT & SERIATION
Preschool

Objective: The child will be able to sort shapes and arrange the shapes in order from
smallest to largest.

16 sheets Of colored construction paper, 12' x .18", four of each color: red, blue.
green, yellow
pencil, rule, scissors
for the circle shape a pin tie, cereal bowl, peanut butter jar lid, baby food jar lid

1. Take the materials for the circle shapes and .place on one color. of paper. Trace
and cut out.

2. On the second color of paper draw the rectangle shape-S: 12° x 5", 21/2" x 61/2" ,

3. On the third color of paper draw the triangles: 8°, 5", 3" , 2" (height). Cut out.

.4. On the fourth color of paper draw the squares 7°, 4", 30, 2" (per side). Cut out'.

How to Play: 1. Place the pile of shapes in front of your child.
2. Ask your child to sort the shapes into piles so that all the circles, triangles, rec-

tangles and squares are all in separate piles.
3. Review the names of the shapes.
5. Start with one shape and have your child arrange the shapes fiorn largest to .

i smallest. (eg. "Find-the-biggest-circle4-then-fRod-the_smallezz* circle:then..Yind

Variations:

96

the biggest" etc. Use words like: shorter," taller, large, small, smallest, biggest,
. - middle, medium size, bigger, smaller, larger than. . . etc.)

6. Do the same with all the shapes.

1. To make sedation clearer, remove the two middle sizes so that it is very clear
whiCh piece is large and which one is small.

2. Practice counting to four.
3. Using 3 sizes introduce the concepts of first, middle and last.
4. Cut .he circle shapes out of different colored paper. Do the same with the other

shapes. Now the game is harder because it is no longer color coded.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:_

Shapes, Spoce"oncl Measurement

GEOMETRIC SHAPES
Preschool

Objective: The child will be able to match and correctly name geometric shapes.

2 pieces of 31/2 ° x 51/2" white paper for each shape you are-making
2-pieces-of 4"---x- cotored construction paper-(the -same for each shape you --
are making
patterns for shapes (see templates)
ruler, felt tip pen, scissors, glue

1. Trace tlae,shape on the 4" x 4' colored construction paper. Repeat with the other
x 4' piece of paper. e-

2. Cutout the 2 shapes. These are yos...solid shapes.
3. Trace the same shape on the two pieces of white paper. using the felt tip pen. .

4. Glue one of the colored shapes 'on the white paper in the Outline you have-made.
5. Ybu should now have:

_ a. one solid shape _

b. one solid shape on a white sheet of paper
c. one outline shape on a white sheet of paper

1. Start to play the game with the four basic shapes: circle, square. triangle, and rec.-
tangle.

2. Have the child match the solid shgpes to the white paper with the solid shapes.

Variations:

ti

Name the shapes as your child is matching them. Ask your child to name them.
ay out the outline shapes. Have the child match the solid shapes to the outline

shapes.
Name.the shaReS each time they are used. Ask your child to name them.

1. After your child has learned the four basic shapes, you may add other shapes.
2. Pla,, flash a shape: hold up a shape which your child has mastered and say ''What

is this?" if he identifies it correctly, he holds one up for you.to identify, and so on.
3. Go on a shape hunt with your child to find similar shapes around the home or on

a wa:k.,
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Ma-terials Needed:

How to Moke:

Shapes, Space and Measurement --

HOW TALL AM 1?

Objective: The child will estimate the length of a person.

Preschool

colored oaktag or construction paper. enough to make strips 4" wide and extend to a -

legnth of at least seven feet.
scissors. ruler. pencil

1. Cut the paper into 4" wide sl1/4-ips.
2. Cut the 4" wide strips into va us lengthsex. 3 pieces-12" long. 4-6". 10-4 ".

6-2', 6-1". 2-1/2".
3. Place all strips into a plastic bag or shoebox for storage

" How to Ploy: 1. Have the person to be measured lie on the floor. (It is easiest for you to measure

98

* your child first to demonstrate hoW it's done.Then let him measure you.)
2 The person doing the measuring decides which pieces he will need to measure the

person from head to foot: -

3. To measure. lay the strips end to end: work with various sizes until the exact
length is attained.

4. After this has been accomplished, and if the child is old enotigh, the ruler can be
used to see how tall the person actually is.

5. Another family member could follow the above procedure and you can see the
differences in the height of other family members..

k.
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Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Variation:

Shapes, Space and Measurement Preschool

AREA ESTIMATION GAME

Objective: The child will learn to look at spaces and estimate how many objects he
needs to fill the space.

an assortment of oaktag of construction paper
penciL ruler. scissors. or exacta knife
bovie caps or buttons or curtain linos (all one size)
pencil and paper

1. Cut out various shapes in a variety of sizes and then'cut out the inside'leaving a
one inch border. You can trace objects found around the home for the shapes:
eg. large mixing bowl and a margarine container. a half gallon milk container. a
styro meat tray. a folded napkin. etc.

2. Gather bottle tops or buttons or curtain rings and place in a plastic sandwich bag.
3. Place all in a larger plastic bag or a box:.

1. Place the bag of caps, buttons, or rings in front of your child. Remove one of the
shape pieces fromthe box and place it in front of your child.

2. Ask him how many bottle caps, buttons, or rings he thinks he needs to fill the
center space. Write that amount on the piece of paper.

3. Have the child count out the number of objects he stated and have him place
them in the center of the shape. Note how correctly he estimated. Did they cover
the borders of the shape? Was theee room for more? Was that amount a perfect
fit?.

4. Coniinue playing the game having your Child estimate how many objects are
needed to fill a space. . . ,

Estimate numbers using other objects and containers. How many macaroni pieces
do I need to fill the cup? HOw many berries are in the dish? How many sp )onfuls
of soup do we need t:.) fill this cup? ,

104,
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'Shapes, Space Ord Measurement Preschool

THE FRACTION BOARD

Objective: The children wig learn the concepts of whole: half. fc unhand third.

M6teirals Needed: two pieces of white paper_ 6" -,c-6°'

100

How-to Make:

How to Play:

three pieces of colored construction paper, 6" -x 6". and each a different color
sne piece of oaktag or cardboard. 8" x
felt tip pen, scissor, glue
compass and protractor

' a two pound coffee can will give you the correct pattern for the circle

1. Using the compass or coffee can. draW 51/2" diameter circles on all of the 6'
squares of paper and cut them out.

2. Glue one white circle on the oaktag or cardboard.
3. On the bottom of the other white circle write the numeral one.
4. Using the protractor, divide the other colored circles into halves (2-180° sec-

tions), fourths (4-90° sections). and thirds (3-120° sections). marking each sac
tion with the appropiiate fraction 1/2, 1/3, 1/4_

1. Place the game board in front of your child. ti
Tell your child that this is one circle. It is complete. it is a whole.

2. Ask your child to find another circle from the playing pieces.
Have him- place this on top of the whole circle on the game board.

3. Introduce the halves next. Demonstrate that two halves make a whole circl''
4. Introduce the fourths next. Demonstrate that two fourths make a half al.,d four

fourths make a whoa.
5. Introdurd the thirds pieces Iasi folio the same procedure.

Variation: 1. You can add other fracti9npieces such as 1/6. 1/8,.1/5.

lir
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NumbereConcepts

NUMBER CARDS

a

Kindergarten

Objective: The child will place the correct number of objects on the corresponding
number card by counting out the objects.

Moterriols Needed: 10 oaktag or construction paper rectangles for number cards
55 beads. buttons. or beans
1 ziplock bag and a black magic marker

How to Make: 1. With th, magic marker, number the cards from 1 to 10 lone numeral on each
card). On the reverse side of the card draw the number of dots which corresponds
to the numeral.

2. Place the 55 beads, buttons, or beansin the ziplock bag.

How to Ploy: 1. Give your child any card. Have the child trace over the numeral with his finger.
Then ask the child totell the name of the numeral.

2. Next. give our child a fistful of beans. Tell him to place that number of beans on
the card (he may need to use the dots on the reverse side as a hint).

3. Continue until all cards have been used.

Variations: 1. Ask your child to sequence all of the cards in numerical order. Then ask him to
place on the cards the corresponding number of beans. Praise his efforts as well as
his successes.

2. Intioduce ordinal numbers: say "This is the first card. this is' the second card, this is
the third card. . . ", and say "That's the first bean, here is the second bean: . ."

iK
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Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Number concepts Kindergarten

NUMBER CUPS

Objective: The child will recognize the written numeral and count out that number of
objects..

10 styrofoam cups
biz ck magic marker
bowl of popcorn kernels

1. With the magic marker, print the numera;s 0 through 9 onzite cups one num-
ber per cup.

2. On the opposite side cf the cup. draw the number of dots to correspond with the
numeral on the cup.

Line the cups up in order (except "0-) in front of your child with the bowl of corn
at his left.

2. Demonstrate the concept of number to your child by first pointing to the numeral
an;; saying This is the numeral 1.- Point to the dot. saying This is'one dot."

Pick up one kerne! of corn, saying `.11:lere is one kernel of corn:', and drop it into
the cup.

3. Continue, demonstrating that the dots can be used to assist in count:11g 'out the
corn.

4. As soon as your child understands the concept, let him try. Check his work when
completed.

5. *Introduce the concept of zero after your child understands one thrbugh nine. For
a bigger challenge, go to 20. (Help your child count out in rows of five).



Number C_oncec-r Kinclecgrarten

cOUN G BINGO

Objectiie: The child will practice numerical recognition and match the numeral R.,
the pLimber of dote which it represents.

Materials-Needed: 6 pieces of oaktag. each 6' x 8"'
24 pieces of oaktag. each 3" x 4'
10 circles cut from red construction paper. each 2" diameter.
felt tip marker. ruler

- How to Moice:t

How to Ploy:

res

L With the ruler and felt tip marker, divide each piece of 6' x 8" oakiag into four
sections. each 3" x 4"-. These are the gameboards.

2 With the felt tip mark'e'r make dots in each section of the gameboards as follows:
1st gameboard: 5 dots. 4 dots. 2 dots. 10 dots
2nd gameboard: 3 dots. 7 dots. 9 dots. 1 dot
3rd gameboard: 10 dots. 2 dots. 5 dots. 1 dot

gameboard: 8 dots. 9 dots: 2 dots. 4 dots
5th gameboard: 8 dots. 3 dots. 4 dots, j0 dots
61h gamg.poard: 8 dots, 6 dots, 1 dot, 3 dots

3_ Number the red circles 1 - 10,

1. Each player takes a gameboard and 4 blank x 4" cards. The red circles are
mixed and placed face down between the player.._

2. The -caller" picks up a circle and calls out the numeral as he shoWs it to the
players.

3. If a player has ate corresponding number of dots on his board. he covers that sec-
tion with 3" x 4" card.

-.

4. The first person to cover his gameboard completely wins!
,

Variations: 1. Each player may try using two cards at the same time, or three cards at (lie same
time.

2. You may increase the counting to 20. by making more cards_-----

46'
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ShaPes, Space and Measurement, Kindergarten
_

THE ONE. MORE SNAKE

Objective: The child will identifg.a set that has one more object than another set.

Materials l\ieeded:. 1 piece of 12" x 18" oaktag or construction paper for gameboard
LI

\ 25- 11/2" x 3" cards made from caktag, cardboard-Or construction paper
\ buttons to use as game pieces
1 magic markers -

I

How tO 'MOke: 1. Make gameboard using magic markers.
, \

,

o ,

(Your game board need not. have _this exact number of squares as long as the

numbers 1 through 5 are evenly distributed.) ,

2. On 5 cards draw one dot, 5:with two dots, 5 with three ciots,k5 with four dots, and

5 with no dots.
. ,. - .. .

How...to Play: 1. Turn shuffled cards face down next to ganie board..
2. First player takes, top Card, reads and moves his man to the next space that has

one more dot than his card. Payer leaves card face up next to pile (note: help
your child find one more rather than match the nUmbers.)

`3. SeCond player proceeds as did first player, as does third player and so c3n.

4. No two men can stand on the same place (nnugt move ahead to next empty*
space) .

5. If cards are all used, reshuffle and place face down once again.
6. The first person to get to the number at the end is the winner!

/
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Materials Needed:

ShapeS,.Space and Measurement Kindergarten

THE CLOTHESLINE

Objective: The child will arrange objects from smallest to largest by measuring size
(seriation).

,1 file folder or a 12" x 18" piece of construction paper
construction paper in assorted colors
scissors, magic markers, string, scotch tape, stapler, paper,aps, ruler

...How to Make: 1. Stretch a clothesline across the open folder,, (or across the construction paper),
using: the sting. Staple it down at the ends.

'2. Cut cui a clothes basket from construction paper and scotch tape the sides and
bottom to the folder (or construction paper) so that the top is open to form a
pocket. The clothes basket should be placed below the clothesline.

3. Cut construction paper socks. Cut-paper to sizes: 11/2" x 2" , 2" x 21/2 " , 21/2

x 3" , 3" x 31/2" 31/2" x 4". Draw a sock to fill each rectangle and cut, it out
Store the socks in the clothes baSket.

r

How to Play:

Variation:

1. Place the clothes line game in front of your child. Take the socks out of the clothes
-basket.

2. Ask your child to find the biggest or largest sock. When he finds it, tell him to pin it
to one end Of the clothesline with a paper clip.

3. Then ask your child to find the smallest sock. Have him pin it to_the other end of
the clothesline.

4. Proceed by asking your child to find the next largest sock (largest one left in pile).
Have him pin it next to the largest sock:Continue untilyour_child_has hung up all
the socks from largest to smallest. Use wor s liig, little, large, small, larger,
smaller, longest, shortest. . .

Ask your child to put things from around, the house in order from smallest to
largest. You might use: spoons' f various, sizes, books, boxes, pots and pans, jars,
buttons, shoes.



'Materials Needed:

How to Make:"

How to Play:
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Variations:--

Shapes, Spoce and Meosurerrient Kindergarten

THE TOY SHELF

\
Objective: The child learns to estimate how many shapes will fill a space.

/ .

. , /._._ . .

2 pieces of coristructionyarier 9" x 12" , light colors,Cut one into 3" 3" squares.

magic marker to aw,sedrhlveS
magazines and caplOgues from which to cut pictures of toys
scissors, glue; ruler ,

--'
i

1. Draw the shelVes on a piece of construction paper by making straight, parallel' ,

lines across'the paper, 3" apart, with magic marker.
2. Find ana cut out small pictures Of toyl. Glgt them onto the 3" x 3" construction

paper sqdares: a
r ,..

-

1. /place the toy shelves and pile of toy pictures in front'of your child.
2. Demonstrate how to put the toyS onto the shelf. Say. "Let me see.,how many toys

I can fit into this space " 'or, "WatCh me pi.tt the toys.away on the shelveS". Do you

think they will all fit?" 0
Jr . ` el,.

. Let your child tryit.

. Cut another piece of construction p'a'p 'nto rectangles of various sizes, all 3"
high (eg. 6" x 311, 2" x 3", 4". x, 3"). ymight or might not fill the length of
the shelves exactly. You might cut more t an enough to'fill the shelves, so 'your-

child will have to try various combinations to see how he can fill the shegves, and

to see how many toys are left Qut. . .1

- i ,

2. Cut another piece of construction paper into triangles of 3" height. PrTed as
above.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Vadat' Ons:

Shapes, Space and Meaprement. Kindergarten

SHAPE IDENTIFICATION GAMES

Objective: The child will learn to recognize various shapes.

magic markers in various color tiding black
ten 5" x 8" index cards u ined
clothespins (spring type)
ruler

1. Using the black magic marker and the ruler, divide each index card into 4 equal
parts.

2. Use the following shapes: circle, triangle, square, rectangle, diamond, oval. On
each card diaw 3 of one shape and one of a 2nd shape, so that there is a shape in
each block (using various colors and the help of the ruler). Do not make the same
shape in the same color on the same card.

1
.

Show your child all of the cards and discuss the shapes on the cards. Your child
first needs to be familiar with the various shapes and their names.

2. Explain that on each card three of the shapes are the same and one is different.
/ 3. Next, give""N.your child one card, and ask him to find the shape that is different.

4. When he has identified it'show him how to pinch a clothespin onto that bOx.
5. ,Do all the cards this way with your child

1. To help your child become familiar with geometric shapes, use toothpicks or pop-
side sticks to make shapes with straight lilies. Use string to. make the circle and
oval shapes. Have your child make the shape's with you while you tell him their
names. .

2., Discuss what objects are around the house that have a triangle shape go on a
shape hunt: (e-g-76of of a house, fold-ortap-ktns and folded towels can be used to

-e.
demonstrate triangle shapes. . .).



Materials Needed:

108

How to Make:

How to Ploy:

Shapes, Space and Me ment

THE CLOCK

Kindergaiten

Objective: The child will learn to associate time on the toy dock with daily events.

1 paper plate (dinner size)
piece of oaktag
1 paper fastener (round head fastener)
a ruler
magic marker
magazines, glue, and construction !Jape' or, construction paper and crayons, magic
markers or paint

1. Using the paper plate, fill in the clock face numbers around the outside. You may
want to use a ruler to help you place the numerals evenly.

2. Punch a hole in the middle of. the'plate (with a sharp pencil, pen, ice pick, knife,
or scissor).

3. Make the hands of the dock, one long and ones short, from the oaktag. Do not
make the hand's bigger than the clock.

4. Punch a hole through the base of the hands. '
5. Assemble the clock by fastening the hands to the middle with the round head

fastener..
6. Draw- pictures or find pictures in magazinei of morning, school

time, dinner time, night time, bedtime. ,baste magazine picture
construction paper.

hunch or lunch
,onto oaktag or

1.- Place the dock into the child's hands, and point out a real clock in the room say-
ing, "Here is a toy clock for you."

2. Place the pictures in a.pile in front of the child. Pick up one and ask "What time is
it here in this picture?" (Help your child to identify the picture with the event in his

daily life.)
3. When he has answered correctly, (eg. "it's morning"), show him the time on.the

clock by moving the hands:.(11 it is morning in your house, point it out.on your real
clock.) Say In the morning when we wake-up, it is 7:00.4The clock's little hand
clioints to the 7 and the big handpoints to the 12."

- 4. Continue helping the child to match the clock to various times that are important'

in his day.



VARIATIONS: 1. Use the clock to help ,your child understand "in an hour", or "later this evening".
For example, if he can play for one more hour before bedtime, show him the real
clock and tell him that when the realclock matches the toy clockr.one hour is up.
(The real clock says 8:30 and you set the toy clock at 9:30,)

2. For the more advanced child (eg.Ist grade):
a. Make the clock read 4:00. Ask your child what time it is on the clock. If he

can answer correctly, ask him to write the answer on a piece of paper. Use
time to the hour only.

b. Write 8own a time to the hour. Show it to your child and'ask him "What time
is written here?" (Point to it). Have the child fix the hands on the clock to say
the correct time.

3. For the more adiianced child (eg. 2nd arade):
Proceed as for 1st grade, but use time to the half hour, eg. 4:30, 5:30,*-etc.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

Classification

MATCHING CARDS

Objective: Child. will identify sets that are the same in number

5 pieces of oaktag or cardboard, 6" down x 8" across
66 stickers or cheerio; or beans or circles cut from construction paper
pencil or pen or golf tee, hole puncher, glue

Kindergarten.

1. Glue the stickers or cheerios or beans onto the oaktag cards this way:

;7.

How to Play:

Variation:

>.

00 X

9x
o0

.
00,0 X

00 X

0 000x
o0

000x
Ociwor
-0000x

6100000X

000X

000 OK

2. With the hole puncher, punch holes where the X's are.
3. On the back of the cards, print the correct number (e.g. for the first card shown,

print "1") and circle the hole which is next to the right answer.

oecriggrA
0
cio

ooctook

o0Ox

\

Sit facing your child: Hold up one card so that he :sees the front and you ;see the
back.

. .

. Point to the cue side and ask your child if, he can find the same number of stickers
(cheerios or,beans) on the an !er side as he sees on thecue side.
Instruct your child to push the pencil orgolf tee or pen into the hole which is next
to the matching number.-(Show.him how) *. .

4. You size the pencil on the other side of the card, and if iris pushed into the correct
-hole, let your child know he has the correct answer, then say the number. If your
child is incorrect; tell him to try again. Praise his efforts as well ashis successes.

When you child has mastered this, you can make up cards with more numbers or
cards with different objects e.g. 1 cheerio wtr,-.4.2.atch 1 sticker).



Classification Kindergarten

SETS ON THE FLANNEL BOARD

.1

Objective: The child will recognize groups that a,e tioti equal (non- equivalent sets);
the child will identify groups that have one morgobjert.

Materials Needed: large piece of heavy cardboard
enough flannel or felt to cover the cardboa
pieces of felt in various colors, various sizes
stapler or staple gun or electrical tape
scissors.

How to Make: 1. Cover the cardboard with the flannel using the stapler or tamlo form the flannel
board.

How to Play:

Variations:

2. Cut shapes from the felt: 2 hands;-3Mitte:is, 5 circles, 6 squares, 2 vases, 10
flowers all one color511ackiersall one.color;:3 rabbits, 2 carrots. .

,

,. t

1. Place the flannel board in front of your child,-You,may wish to prop it up with
some books.

2. Place the felt pieces on a tray next to your child.
3. Place the two vases on the flannel board., Have your child fill one with one color

flowers and the other with the flowers of a different color. Ask him which vase has
more flowers.

,4. Next have your child find the hands and mittens. Have him match one hand to
one mitten. Point out that there is one more mitten; "We do not jhave an equal ,
number of hands and mittens: We have one more mitten than e have hane:`

5. Next have your child find all of the circles and put them on the
Have him find all the squares and Place them ori the board to each
rjrcfr! Ask him which group has one more. -
Conlislut: playing and help your child to identify sets or groups that are not equal;
especially those with one more. You may wish to Cut, out more objects to work

6.

with.

1. Use objects from around the house to teach the concept of one more and non-
equilavent sets. For insta-,ce, use cups and saucew, eggs and egg cartons; glasses
end coasters, rings on your fingers.

a .
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c.
Materials \Needed:

How.to Make:

How to Play:

Variations:

Classification Kindergarten

SORTING GAMES

Objective: The child will sort objects to classify like objects into sets,

large round can or plastic jack-o-lantern
large square box
large rectangular box .

round objects: such as an orange, a marbL, margarine lid, paper plate
'square objects: such as a small bi:tx, cookie cutter; child's block, plastic container
rectangular objects: such.as a milk carton, a ruler, styrofoarn meat tray

1. Gather the materials
2 :Store in the 3 large contathers

Le Place the round, square, and rectangular containers in front of the child and place
all of the round, square, and rectangular objects in one pile in front of the con-.

tainers.
2. Tell the child the names of the three objects irifront of him `This shape is square,

this shape is a rectangle, this is a round shape" or "This shape is a circle',

3. Ask the child to put all of the round or-circular objects into the latt-,2 rottriti or cir
'cular shape. Then ask him to r, tet all of the square shaped objects into the square
box, and all of the rectangular shapes into the iect angular box.
Explain to the child that he has sorted the objects by shape, All of the circles are
together, all of the squares are together, and all of therectangle's are together.

4.

1. Go on shape hunt in your house or neighborhood. Introduce different Shapes.

Look for triangles, ovals. . .

2. Gather: 3 plastic funnels, 3 measuring spoons, 3 measuring cups, 3 plastic lids in

3 sizes,. etc. Place them all on a table in front of your child.,Have your child find
the biggest funnel, the longest spoon, the largest measuring cup, etc. Have him
sort the largest pieces into a pile. Then have :him sort the smallest pieces into a
pile,'and so on with the middle size. He has classified by size. Now have him sort
by shape: all the spoons will go together, all thilids, etc. '

3. Have your child sort and classify by.color. Go on a color hunt for red objects.
Place all red objects in a pile on the floor. You have created a red set. NOw hunt

for blue.. . .

4. Have your child help yoti, sort thk laundry pairing sockg is an excellent sorting

and classifying activity. jig* °'
try-



Moterals. Needed:

How to Make!

How to Ploy:, 7

Number Concepts .

COUNTING STICKS

First Grade

Objective: The children will learn -Place,value by identifying numbers made up of tens
and ones.

bag of dried beans or 135 beads
18 popsicle sticks
3" x 5" index cards ,

2 styrofoanimeat trays (71/2" x .5") or kitchen
super glue and a felt tip marker

1. Use nine of the pop,sicle sticks and glue ten beans on 'each one evenly spaced
along' the ength of each stick. ,

2. Start at e end of the remaining nine sticks and glue on IL' first slick
two on e second stick, three on thethiTd stic,!,:, and so on up il-rough the ninth
stick.

3. Write two. digit numerals on' the index cards, for example: 17. 26, 31, 46, etc.
Use as many combinations as you wish. These are the'numeral cards.

.

1, Place the counting sticks on the trays with all the ten sticks on one tray, and all the
one sticks (1-9) on another tray. Explain this to your child.

2. Place the problem cards in a pile face down in frortiof Oa child. Ask him to pick
one and show it and name the numeral (e.g. 26). '. .

3. 'He,lp him to make the number with the counting sticks which the "26" represents.
Two ten sticks and the stick with six beatip to the right of the ten placement would
be correct for "26". .

Variations: 1. If may lie helpful to make guide cards, labelled "10's"; "l's". Place these on the
table so that your child will place the sticks under the proper column.

2. You can use the sticks to make a number, and the child can count the beads,
identify the number, and find the correcthnumeral card.

3. The older child' can write the correct numeral on a blank index card.

4. The second grade child should practice this game using numbers in the hundreds,,

to learn 3 digit place value, Make 10 sticks with 10 beads op each. Glue these
.together using a popsicle stick on the underside. Make 9 more of these hundred

blocks. Make 3 digit numeral cards: Have your child make the number with the
counting stickt in the same way that he did for the 2 digit numbers. The columns

are nop9:100's - 10's -.1's.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

Number Concepts

HOOK IN THE HOLE

Objective: The child will learn one to le correspondence, He will also:
',a. be able to identify shapes

b. make patterns using color
.c. practice counting

thin cardboard or oaktag cut 01.41 as follows:.
, 1:2" square

7' diameter circle,
7" x 10" rectangle
7" x 10' triangle
14" x 3" rectangle

1 pact thick cotton pipe cleaners in assorted colors
paper squares (1 inch), one for each shape

-scissors, pencil, pen, hole punch, styrofoam tray, ruler

1st Grade.

1. Take hole punch and make holes following the outline of the shapes. To make
holes in rectangle, fold the cardboard lengthwise in half and punch ihrough two
layers. Cut off aorrough edges'wilh scissors.

2. Now cut pipe cleaners, using at least three different colors, into 3 inch lengths and
fold each in half. Place onto tray.

3. Last of all write numerals on each 1" square to correspond to the number of holes
on each shape. Punch one hole into each square.

How to Play: I. Have your child.take.a shape and place a pipe cleaner hook into each hole. Help
your child to count as he works. Encourage your child to work left to right,top to
bottom, or In sequence around.

2.. When completed ask your child to pick up the appropriate numeral, square and
' hook it in to the last pipe cleaner and twist.
3. Have him continue procedure with other stiapes.

Variations: 1. Have yoachild name.all the shapes.
2. °Take the 12 holed, rectangle strip and 12 pipe cleaners, threeAf each coltr. Star-

ting at left, make a pattern with the-colors across strip (e.g. red, white, yellow,
red, white, yellow. . .). Ask your child to repeat this procedure with different col-
°Fed pipe cleaners using different shapes. Ask your child to make up some other

. patterns.

114



Materials .Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Variation:

Number Concepts First Grade
. _

ADDITION WITH PLAYING CARDS

Objective: The child will be able to correctly add two numbers

2-3 x 5 blank index cards or paper
19 answer cards cut in the'shapt. of paper hearts
1 deck of playing cards (regular deck with the jokers ancl.face cards removed).
1 felt tip pen

1. On one 3 x 5 card write a plus sign.
2. On one 3 x 5 card write an equal sign-.
3. Start with numeral 2 and write one numeral on e h answer card continuing to

20.

1. Place the + card and the = card in front {of the child thi way:
2. Shuffle the deck of cards.
3. Have the child pizk out two cards.
4. Have the child place one card on the left o'f the + card and one card to the right of

the + card.
5. Ask the child to add the two numerals and find the answer card,

1. If the child does not know the answer or to check if the answer is correct continue
the play by havingthe child count the amount on the first card and place that
many cards face down under the numbered cards.
Do the same for the second card.
Now count all the face down'cards and find the correct answer card

2. Add dots to the back of the answer cards to correspond tothe numeral. This can
help the child identify the correct answer.

rJ



. 'Materials Needed:

I.

Num,t?er Concepts lit Grade

ADDITION FLAGS

Objective: The child will be able to add two numbers ctwrectly. The sum of the

numbers will not exceed ten."

8 index cards, 3' x 5"
IO straws
1 orange juice can
9 popsicle sticks
1 sheet of plain paper
folt tip pen, scotch tape, scissors
optional: paper to cover orange juice can

How to Make: 1. On each 3" x 5" card write addition problems. The sum of the problems should
not exceed ten. Example: 2 + 3, 3 + 3, 4 + 2, 5+ 1, 6 + 3, 7 + 2, 6 + 4, 5 + 5 etc:

2. Cut nine triangles 2" high anJ 3" long.
3. Using one numeral for one t:angle write the. numerals: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 10

on the triangles.
4. Tape one triangle on each popsicle stidk.near the top, (so that it is a flag).
5. You may want to cover the orange juice can with contact or colored paper.

1. Place the orange juice can in front of the child. Place the problem cards, straws,
and flags in separate piles in front of your child.

2. Take a problem card and plaee it front of the can (Or let your child choose
one).
The child can pick up sfraws to match the numerals o n the problem card staffing
with the first numeral. (example: 2+ 1, your child could count out two straws and

then one straw). Place these in the orange juice can as they are counted. The
child will count the total number of -straws that are in 'the can by removing them

. one at a time and placing them in his hand as he counts. He now has the answer
to the problem.

4. The child will look for the cotresponditig answer triangle and place it in the can.
Check his answer. Praise his efforts as well as his successes.

5. Repeat the procedure with a new addition problem.

I. Add dots to the back of the problem cards the dots will match the numbe
straws. This can serve as a hint to your child.

How to Play:

Variations;

116
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Materials Ne 6ided:

Number Concepts.

THE SUBTRACTION BOX

Objective: The child will learn to correctly subtract one numb& frbm another,

1 cigar box;9 golf tees; 1 large nail
10 blank index cards, 3" x -5" .

10 answer cards (construction paper or oaktag.or cut index cards), 3" X "

1 sfyrofoam meat tray or a bowl
hammer, ruler,-pencil

How to Make: 1.

2.

3.

Draw a line down the center-of the cigar box top (the long way): You may wish to
cover the cigar box: t

Use the hammer and nail to punch nine holes, evenly spaced, &Um the line. rhe
golf tees should be able to stand in the holes. .-

s

Write subtraction problems on the index cards, for example: 7 4 = , 5 2 ,

A

How to Play:.

Vdhations:

6 3 = , 3' 2 = 6 4 = , 8 3 = , 6 2 = , 7 5 = , etd. Do not use a,
\number greater than 9. - -

4. , Write one numeral in each answer card (0 to 9.)

Place the subtraction -box in front of your child with' the golf tees in a, tray at his
right and the pile of answer cards at his left.
Place .a problem card in front of the box. Show yourchild hbw to solve the pro-
blem by: (a) '..King the.number of golf tees indicated by the number on the left of
the card and placing them in the subtraction box holes: (b) then taking away the
number of tees indicated by.;theciur ral after ihe minus, sign, (c) and then coun-
ting the tees left in the bOx.

3. Instruct your child to find that answer card and place it to the right of the problem
card so that th6 entire equation is shown. Read it to him.

4. Take away that problem and let your child select another.

1.. When your child has mastered thp prOblern solving technique and is familiar M111
the equation foimat, you might give him all of the problem cards and let hit» solim
them on his own. When he has all the equations solved, check his work. Praise.
his efforts as well as his successes. ,

4
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Mtiterials Needed:

How to'Make:

Shapes, Space and Measurement

MONEY SORT

1st Grader

01)jective: The child will be able to correctly identify a -penny. nickel, dime and
quarter. The child will also understand what each coin is worth.

-ten each of the followingfpennies, nickels, dimes and quarte.s
four Oaktag or cardboard squares 4" x 4"
'felt tip marker, scissors, clear tape
9ontainer for the coins

'1. Take a 4" x 4" square and tape a penny to the upp rt cornet.

2. Print the name "pe. nny".across the top of the card.

3. Do the same with the other three coins using4Ile-r aining 4" x 4" cards.

How- to Play: 1. Place the cards in a row in front of your child
2. Ask Our child to find the penny, then ih e(cfirne,.and quarter.-Do not Con-

tinue the game until your child can CM ,narr-ie the coins.
, 3. When the child has:correctly identifie he coins, ask the child to find-the penny

and then ask the child how much affenny is worth. If the child does not know, tell

him it is one cent.
1/4 ,

4. Continue asking the child to find the coin card you request and asking the child
the worth of each -of the coins. One cent fiye cents, ten cents and twenty five

cents are correct responses. You might draw 5 pennies on the hack of the pickel
card, 10 on the dime card, and 25 on the quarter card to help teach the values.

5. Arrange the. cards from smallest amount to largest amount and have the child sort
out the remaining:coins from the container by placing them on the correct card
and repeating the name of the coin and its worth. "This is a penny. It is worth one

cent."

Variations; 1. As the child's knowledge in money values increases you can introduce all the dif-

. ferent combinations of coins to equal the same amounts. Five pennies or cents is

the same as a nickel. Two nickels or ten cents equals a dime etc.
2. You can cut out pictures from catalogs or magazines and glue them on cardboard

and write "one cent", "five centsetc..on the pict,ur'es. The child can then use the
coins to show how many he 'would need to btfy that item,

0



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

Shapes, Space and Meosthement

MEASUREMENT GAME

1st Grade

Objectiv: The child will estimate the size of an object. and then measure the actual
size of the object

20 blank cards, 3" x 5'
centimeter ruler
shoe box
pictures from magazines or catalogs to match actual objects in the bo.c.
glue, pencil, paper. magic marker

1. Draw or cut pictures from magazines that match the objects that you have
oathered and glue the pictures to the 3 x 5 cards. 14ke sure ta.e objects are not
more than 18 centimeters long.

2. Place the matching objects in the shoe box.
3. Place game cards,-ruler and pencil and paper in the box for storage until ready for`

use.

How to Play: 1. Take the box and remove the cards placing them face down on a pile to the left of .

the shoe t ox.
2. Adult will take the pencil and paper to record the object cards the child has

selected and to record the child's estimate.
3. Child will pick up a playing card, look at the picture and guess how lorig the cbject

is in centimeters.
4. Parent will record name of object and estimate.
5. Child will remove object from the shoebox and using the centimeter -ruler will

measure tlie object.
6. Adult will write correct answer alongside estimate.
7. Continue until all objects have been estimated and measured.

Vciriation: A game board to increase perception and measurement skills..



Materials Needed: small centimeter ruler.
12" x 18" piece of cardboard or oaktag
felt tip marker
35:5" x 2" rectangles cut from oaktag or cardboard
scissors
2 buttons or objects for markers

How to Make: 1. Draw a snake-like design on ih 12-x 18 piece of oaktag kit' the game board, and
divide the snake into sections,

2. Print Start at one end and Finish at the other end.
3. Leave most of the sections empty, bit on a few write directions such as: Go.

Ahead 2 Spaces, Move Back One Space, and Take an Extra Turn.

4. On the 5 x 2 cards, draw lines between 1 and 12 centimeters long.

5. Write the numeral 1,2; or 3 on the upper right hand corner of each card.

.
How to Play: 1. Place the cards face down in a pile. Put the game board on the table,. with the

.... player's rparkers on start.
2. The first player will pick a card from the pile and using the centimeter ruler he will

measure the lihe,on the card placing the 0-cm. at the beginning of.the line. _

3. If the child can read the correct measurement, he may move the number of
spaces the card tells himto by looking at the numeral in the upper right hand,cor-
ner of the card. (Pareht must check each measurement).

4. The next player takes a turn.
5: The game continues until someone reaches'the finish line.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

How to Play:

Shapes, Space and Measurement 1st Grade

PARTS OF A WHOLE

Objective: The child will learn the concepts of a-,half, a quarter, a third, and a whole.

three pictures which your child has madeany size
oaktag or cardboard cut to fit each picture exactly
glue, scissors, ruler, pencil.

1. Glue each picture onto the oaktag pieces.
2. Using a ruler, divide the first picture in half, ard cut it in half: Divide the second

picture into thirds, and cut it apart. Divide the third picture into quarters, and cut it

apart.

1. Scramble all of the pieces together. Demonstrate to your child by picking out the
pieces that go together to make a whole picture. Say: "Thesetwo pieces make a
whole picture." Later on say, "These two halves make a whole."

2. Let your child experiment. When she has mastered putting the pieces together,
tell her "This is a half. Two halves make "a whole." Later ask her: "What is this
piece?" pointing to the half. Later, ask her to find the halves: Do the same with
the other fractions.

3. Remember that the skills of identifying parts of a whole and of naming those parts
correctly develop over a period of time, with much practice;

At
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Materials Needed:

Number Concepts 2nd Grade

FACT FAMILIES

)bjective: The child will write -additiOn and subtraction problems related, to fact
families.

shoe box .

10 plastic straws
a piece of cardboard - the width of the shoebox

' notebook paper, pencils, tape
glue, scissors, small plastic bag

How to Make: 1. Cut the piece of cardboard so that it is 1/2 the height of the box.
2. Glue the cardboard to the inside bottom of.'the box, placing it in the middle_ . You

. may want to'reinforce the cardboard using taiDe.
3. Using the scissors, cut the straws in half and place them in the small plastic bag
4. Store the straws, pencil and paper in the box until 51ou,are ready to play the game.

How to Play: 1. Remove the items from the box.
2. Give your child the pencil and paper.. _

3. Remove some straws from the plastic, bag and place them in the box and put
the lid on the box.

4. Have your child hold the box and lid and shake the box. This Will cause some.of
the straws to fall igto each section of the-box.

5. Remove the lid and ask your'child to write two addition and subtraction problems
on the paper to show how the straws landed. 'F.

6. Here are examples of problems that could be written using 12 straws. If five,land
on one side and seven on the other side, the problems would be:

5 7 12

+7 +5 '-7
12 12 5

If Three land on one side and nine on the other side:

3 9 12 . 12

+9 +3 . 9 3
12 12 3 9

125

Your child

M,,. -7-

n count the straws to make.sure his answers are correct.



Materials Needed:

How to Make:

Number Concepts 2nd Grade

NUMBER FLOWERS .

7. .

. - .
Objective: The child will be able to find the answers to addition and subtraction pro-
blems.

8 sheets of 9" .t 12" yellow construction paper
1 sheet of 9" x 12" white construction paper
felt tip marker, scissors, pencil

1. Trace or draw nine circles, Ph" in diameter, on the white construction paper and
cut them out.

2. Use the felt tip marker-and write one numeral on each circle: 2.3, 4, 5, 6.7, 8, 9.
and 10.

3. Trace and cut 54 petals out of the yellow construction paper. Six will match each
flowed.

4. Using the marker write the folloWing problems, one on each petal:

(answer 2) (answer 3) (answer 4)
11 -9 10 -7 10 -6

5 13- 10 3+ 1-.7
12- 10 9 - 6 13 - 6
8 - 6 2 + 1 7 3
1 + 1 6 - 3 12 -8
0 + 2 5 2 2 +2

(answer 5).

'14 -9
12 -7
11 -6
3 + 2
4 + 1
9 -4

(answer 6)
12 -6
11 -5

115 9
14 -8
3 + 3
2+

(answer 7)
11s-4
14 -7
13 -9
12i-5
5.. +2
3 +4

ti
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(answer 8) (answer 9) . (answer 10)

14 -6 18 9 20 la
10 -2 15 -6 19 9

17 -9 16-7 7 + 3

13 -5 11 -2 6 +4
5 + 3 5 4- 4 17 7
4 +4 7 + 2 .15 -5

How to Play: 1. Have your child place all the centers of the flowers on a large work space such as a

table top.
2. Remove the petals and plaCe them in a pile so That the problem side is facing up.

3. Have" your child pick up a petal and place it on the correct answer circle to make a

flower. ,

Variations:

2.

Change the game to a multiplication game by placing multiplication problems on

the petals.
Change the game to a tree with a numeral written on it and make leaves with ad-
dition, subtraction or multiplication facts on therri. The 'eaves can then be placed
on the correct tree.
Examples:

x 1 = 3
x 2 =
x 3 =

=
5 =

x 6 =
x =

6 All can go on the three tree
9
12 + 1 = 4
15 + 2 = 5
18 + 3 = 5 + = 1

21' + 4 = 7 3' = 0



Mated() Is Needed:

How to Make:

Number Concepts 2nd Grade

ANSWER PIGGY

Objective: The child will review the multiplication tables,

1 clorox bottle (thoroughly empty and cle.ed)
a sharp knife, pieces of felt (red, black, pinks)\.
1 pink pipe cleaner, 4 bottle caps (same size) - e
tape, glue, scissors, felt tip markers,5" x 8# pieces of oaktag or blank index cards (as
many as you wish)

Cut out a piece of red felt the size of the cloiox bottle cap. Glue it to the cap. With
a felt marker, draw on two dots. This is the nose.
Cut out two black circles for the eyes, and glueon the bottle so that_the handle is
in the middle

3. Cut out two pink triangles and glue on as ears.
4. -Poke a hole in the bottom of the bottk and insert the pipe cleaner, twist it into a

cork screw shape as the tail.
5. Glue the 4 bottle caps to the bottom as feet so that the bottle does not rock but is

stable.
6. With the knife, cut ,...ut a slit in the middle of the pigs back, which is 1/4".wide and

5" long.
..,

7.' Take the index cards and draw a line acro s each card, (holding the cards so each
is 5" across, 8" long) 2" from the botto edge. In the large fop portion of each
card write a multiplication problem. In e bottom portion write the answer. Use
magic markers for this. ,

8. Cut 2 pieces of oaktag 1" x 1/2" for e ch problem/answei card. Tape them onto
the cards just above the dividing line on either side.

How to Plaji: 1. Place the cards in the answer piggy slot. ;turn the pig so that the problems face

your child. . .

2! Have yourchild tell you the,problem and then his answer. -

3. Lift the card if the answer is correct, remove the card. If the answer is incorrect
put the card in the back of the pile in theslot so that he does it again.



Variations:

4. Once he has mastered all of the problems you can make up new cards. He will
probably like to use answer piggy on his ownso let him, while you are free to do
something else.

1. Begin with the l's multiplication table, then do the 2's,. etc. After your child has
mastered them all, mix them up. Doing this while he is learning the tables in
school will reinforce.his learning and help him' to be successful.

2. Use the answer piggy for addition and subtraction problems too. Or take up
cards that teach-number sequence e.g. 198, 199 on the top of the card, and
the answer is 200.

Number Concepts, 2nd Grade.

BEFORE AND AFTER

Objective: The child will be able to show which numeral will come before and after a
given numeral.

Materials Ne'ded: 4 pieces of white construction paper 9" x 12"
16 blank index cards 3"
scissors, ruler, felt tip marker or pen

/ How to Make: 1. Cut the indekcards in half (21/2 ", x 3") 4
2. Use the pen and ruler to draw 2 lines down the length of the paper 3" from the

edge of each side.
3. Draw a line across the paper every 3" so that you have twelve equal sized bbxes.
4. Repeat the procedure on the other three pieces of 9" x 12" paper.
5. On the small cut up 21/2" x 3" cards write the following numerals: 47, 49, 65,

67, 81,'83, 90, 92, 49, 51, 98, 100, 22, 24, 43, 45, 15, 17, 76, 78, 34, 36,
39, 41, 13; 15, 79, 81, 69, 71, 96 al.-Ad 98.
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6. Take the first piece of construction paper and write the numerals 48, 66, 82, and
91in the middle column.

7. Take the second piece of construction paper and write the numerals 50, 99;.23
and 44 in the middle column.

8. Take the third piece of construction paper and write the numerals 16, 77, 35 and
40 in themiddle column.

9. On the fourth piece of construction paper write the numerals 14, 80, 70 and 97 in
the Middle column.

NOW to Play: 1. Shuffle the index cards and place them in a pile on the table.
2. To the right of the card pile place all four game boards in a row from left to right in ,-

. front of your child.
3. Ask your child to pick up the small cards and to find which game board it goes on
4. Ask your child to place it on the board 'saying what comes before or after. For ex-

ample-47 comes before 48, 92 comes after 9f
5. Continue until all the boards are complete.

- ,

Variations : 1. Increase the skill level required by adding 3 digit numbers to gameboards, for ex-
ample 399, 478, 365, 201 and have your child find the numbers' that come
before and after.

2. Increase the skill level required by using numbers ending in 99 on the gameboard.
For example, use 199, 299, 399, and 499 and have your child find the numbers
that come before and after.



Number Concepts

BEARS AND HONEY .JARS

2nd Grad/

Objective: The child will be able to correctly find the missing factor in an equation.

Materials Needed: brown construction paper, 10" x 61/2', for each bear
white or light fan construction paper, 3' x 3". for each honey pot
felt tip markers, scissors

How to Make: 1. Trace and cut out at least 8 bears.
2. Add eyes, ears, etc. t.,ith markers.
3. Place one numeral oa each bear. For example, 3,4,5,6,7,8,9.10.
4.. and cut out honey pots, add detailing.
5. each honey pot place an equation leaving out one numeral factor. For exam-

pie, 4 + 9, 5 + = 10, 3 + = 7. _

HOW to Play: 1. Placci the bars in a lin- e in froneof your child.
2. Put tie problem cards in a pile to the of the child, face up.
3. Have your child pick up a problem card and decide which bear has the missing

numeral. The child can theRp\lace that card,below the bear and pick another card..
4. Check his work when he is done. Remember to praise his efforts as well as his suc-

cesses.

Variations: 1. This game can be used for addition, subtraction and, multiplication problems by
just changing the problems on the honey pots. s

2. Remember in the beginning of second grade, have the problems going only to
ten. By the second half of the year you can increase the amounts up to and in-

. cluding 18.

100 4.



Materials Needed:

How to Mcike:

How to Nay:

/

1

Variations:

Materials Needed:

Ni -nber Concepts

THE HUNGRY PELICAN

2nd Grade

Objective: The child will be able to correctly identify the numeral that is greater than or
less than another numeral when given two numerals.

11 index cards or blank white paper, 3" x 5'
black and yellow felt tip markers
11 pieces of white construction paper, 8' x 6"
scissors, pencil, ziploc bag

1. Trace and cut 11 pelicans out of the white paper.
2. Use the yellow marker to define the beak on both sides.
3. Use the black marker to add details ancho heavily outline the beak on

both sides.
4. _ Cut all the 3" x 5" cards in half so you have 22 21/2' x 3" cards.
5. -Write numerals 0 through 10 on 11 cards and repeat.

-6: Place all in a ziploc plastic bag.

1. Place the pelicans in a pile and the numeralcards in another pile.
2. Select two numeral cards and place them in front of your child.
3. Ask yOur child "Which numeral is bigger?"
4. ,After the child has correctly responded, tell the child that the pelican gets very

hungry and if he eats the bigger numeral the will get filled faster, so he always
opens his beak to face the biggest numeral. Ask you child to place the pelican-next
to the biggest numeral so that the beak is open wide toward that numeral. Eg; 8>
3.

5. Continue playing until all the cards and pelicans have been used.

i-----
, ,

i / .
.

How to Make: I I. Cut one peliCaryoutcf the white construction paper..
r
i 2. Using the MarVerS dkorate as in the first game.
1 3. Use the riiler io divide each plate into 8 slices.

the1 4. Using the black paper make 2 arrows
/ 5. Use fasteners to attach one arrow to each plate.
/ 6. Print the nuMerals 30, 45, 56, 67, 38, 89, 91 an 27 on one plate anct the -

thenumerals 16, 22, 39, 41, 58, 62, 73 and 84 on the ther plate. Put one_numeral
in each section of the pTaTe. '

Y.

1 Fo grade level 2 you can make the game as follows:

piece 3" x 6" white construction pap&
2 white paper plates
2". x 3" piece of black construction ptiper
2 brais fasteners, ruler, scissors
black and yellow felt tip marker

I

How to Play: 1. Flame the child spin the arrows on each plate.
2.- Ask you child to pick_up_the_Olican_and_place it so that its mouth is open toward

the larger numeral.



Additional
Variations:

4\
A

2. Use same game to find the smallest numeral. Point the pelican's. Leak indicating
less than.

3. As skills increase add 3 digit numerals to the plates.

Shapes, Space and Measurement

DIMES AND IDENNIIIS.

2nd Grade

Objective: The child will become familiar with tht value of the coins. He will be able to
' count the amount represented by the coins, become familiar with place value, and

practice addition.

Materials Needed: 9 dimes, 9 pennies, artlank index cards, 3* x 5',
2 felt tip markers - one red & one blue
a ruler, notebook or tablet
paper, pencil



"1-lojv to Make:

How to Play:

k.

Materials Needed:.

Howto Make: .

4

1) With the red marker, print the word -dime" and the symbol "10's" at the top of
each of HY index cards. Draw a line under each.

2. Under the line, write one numeral from zero to nine on each card.
3. Witfi the blue marker, print the word "pennies" and "l's" at the top of each of the

10 remaining index cards. Draw a line tiathr each.
4. Under the line, write one numeral from zero to nine on each card.
5. Place the dimes and pennies in a small container (box, jar, tun, baggie).

1. Plate the dime cards & penny cards in two piles-in front of your child.'Place the
container of dimes and pennies to his left, and paper with pencil in front of him.

2. Have your child select a dime card and apenny card from, he piles. Piace them in
front of him with the dime card on the Wt.

3. Ask your child to pick up the amount crdimes and pennies indicated on the cards
he has Chosen. Have him-place them below or on the appropriate cards.

4. Help him to count and add up the money. For instance, if he has chosen 2 dimes
& 5 pennies, that is two tens and five ones or twenty five cents. He should use the
paper andpencil to record the sum.

6. Continue until all cards are used.

Shapes. Space and Measurement- 2nd Grade.

FRACTION PUZZLES

Objective: The child will be'able to recognize and name different fractidns.

10 blank index cards, 5" x 8" ,

ruler, pencil,- scissors, felt tiP marker, protractor, and a plastic bag

"1. Place the indexcardi so that the 5" edges are at the topand bottom when making
all cards. 'v. .

k2 Take 5 cards and draw a tectangle on each card (2" x 4') on the top half of the,
cards. .. . - .

3. On the first card divide the rectangle in half by drawing a.line down the middl
Colof in one of the sections.

4. On the bottom of the card write the fraction "1/2".
5.' In the middl% of the card drawl 1,g oq wavy line which will sepakte thepic-

lure of halves,from the symbol "1/2". Cut the card following the line.
Orythe-second-card divide-the-rectangle into tiller' equal sections olorin'one-----..
section. Wiite "1/3" on Pie bottom Of the card. Draw a different wavy line acrois
the middle' of the card avid cut it apart., .

7. Follow theabove directions for the third card, 'but 'color in two, sections and write

3.
;2/3" on the bottom of the card. .

On the fourth card divide the rectangle into 4 equal parts-Colt:gin one section:
Write "1/4" On the bottom. Draw a different line and cut aPait.

9. On the fifth card divide the rectangle into 4.e.qual parts ai above but color in 3 sec'
tions,-Write i'-3/49 on the-boitorm and-draw-a-different-lir ato tut apatt.

10. Take the remaining 5 index' cauls anti thaw a 2" diameter tittle on~the ,top half of
each card. t

11. On the first cardslivide the circle in half using the protractor. Color ki one half and
write "1/2" on the bottoni, draw a wavy line and cut apart.

12. Qn the second and thjrd cards using the protractor divide the circles into thirds, (3

r



- 120° sections). On one card color h
On the other card polor two sections
!ines and cut both-cards apart.

13. On the fourth and fifth cards divide t
-90° sections). On one card color in
On the other card -color in three sec
wavy lines and'cut apart both cards:

14. Place all pieces in a plastic bag.

1. Give your child the puzzle pieces and
2. After he h-r,. mastered #1, have him

tion. Then have him find the missing



:tion and write "1/3" on the I
:e "2/3" on the bottaiii. Dral

s into fourths using the-protn
ion and Write "1/4" on the .t
d write "3/4" on the bottom

n Put The puzzle pieces togett.
:aelipicture card and name tl



Shapes, Space and 'Measurement 2nd Grade

AT THE STORE

-.Objective: The child will be able to buy items at the "Store" using the correct amount;.
of coins. ,"1

Materials Needed: 2 pieces of oaktag or cardboard, 6" x 12"
felt tip markers, scissors, envelope or old wallet to sold money
money - 10 dimes, 10 nickels, 4 quarters, 2 half dollars, 10 pennies, 2 dollars bills
Assortment of items from your kitchen cabinet, bathroom, toy shelf, etc,

sandwich bag

How to Make: 1. cut 2" x 4" cards out.of the oaktag or cardboard.
2. Using the felt tip pen, write money amounts on the cardS : one amount onpeach

card for each item yoU will have in the store, for example:-$1.21, 33C, 55C, 20C.

3. Gather the money, place in an envelope or wallet.
4. Place the money cards in a small plastic sandwich bag.

How. t9 Play: 1. Gather the items for your store and place them together on a table or the floor.
2. Place a money card on each item.
3. Give your child the coins.
4. Ask him to pick an item fiorn the store and have him dive you the correct amount

of money for,that item.
5. Review the coins and price cards.
6. Have the Child pick another item.-

'
7. Continue to play and see how many items can be correctly bought.

Variations: 1. Your child can b he storekeeper and you can be the buyer.
2. Increase th ski by askingfor different ways to getthe same amount of money. \ 4

For example: C can be'6 nickels and 4 pennies, or 3 dimes and ,4 pennie-s; or 1
quarter, one ni kel and '4 pennies. . '-

3. You can have this as a perrnbmint game by using clean empty boxes or con-
tamers or cloth' , etc. and storing them in a grocery bag.

. ,

4. You can add so real food such as apples, raisins, carrots/that the child could
bay and eat. , ,



Materials Needed:

How to Make:.

Shapes, Space and Measurement 2nd Grade

THE MONEY MACHINE

Objective: The child will be able to select the coins that equal a given numeral amount.

1/2 gallon milk carton.
2 quarters
2 dimes
4 nickels
4 pennies
10 paper squares, 3" x 3"
scissors, pen, plastic bag

1. Make two 4" long x 1" wide slots on one side of the milk carton. One slot -near
the top, the other near the bottom, ;

2. Cut out th_e opposite side of the milk carton leaving at least a 3/4" margin on the
sides.

3: On each of the 3" x 3" squares, write.one of the following amounts: 27C, 68C,
22 . , 130, 340, 620, 39C, 930 and

4. Gather the money and place the cards and the inoney in a small plaslic bag.

How to Play:. 1. 'live your child the coins and you keep the cards.
2. Place the milk carton so,thafthe slt;is face you and the open back faces your child.
3. Take one of the 3s! x 3" money cards and place it in the upper slot.
4. The child will remove the card from the back of the carton.
5. The child will select the right amount of coins from the pile and pass them to you

through the bottom slot.
6. Count,the coins to see if he has-given you the tight amount.
7. Review the coins. by repeating 'the question and answer. 270 is two dimes, one

/, "nickle and two pennies, or 27C is one quarter and two pennies.

Variations: As the Child's skill increases, increase the coins and amounts used
Reverse the game and give the child the coins and have him select the correct,
numeral card.

9-s
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